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�वद्या ददा�त �वनय ं�वनयाद्या�त पात्रताम ्। 
पात्रत्वाद्धनमाप्नो�त धनाद्धम� ततः सुखम ्॥ 
vidyā dadāti vinayam, vinayādyati pātratām। 
pātratvāddhanamāpnoti, dhanāddharma tatā sukham ॥ 
−− Hitopadesh. 
Education gives Humility, Humility gives Character, 
from character one gets wealth, from wealth one gets 




कमर्णय ेवा�धकारस्त ेमा ंफलेष ुकदाचन । 
मा ंकमर्फलहेतुभूर्: मा ंते संङगोस्त्वकमर्�ण ॥ 
karmany evādhikāraste mā phalesu kadācana । 
mā karma-phala-hetur bhūr mā te saṅgoʹstv akarmani ॥ 
−− Verse 47, Chapter 2, Bhagavad Gita. 
You have a right to perform your prescribed duty,  
but you are not entitled to the fruits of action.  
Never be motivated by the result of your activities,  
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Viruses can infect almost all type of organisms such as plants, animals and bacteria, and 
replicate using resources present in the host cell. The viruses infecting bacteria are 
categorized as bacteriophage. One widely studied bacteriophage is ϕ29, which is a type of 
lytic phage, belongs to Podoviridae family, and specifically infects the bacterium Bacillus 
subtilis (1). The bacteriophage particle is an assembly of a prolate icosahedral capsid, 
appendages, a lower collar, a tail knob, and several tails as depicted in Fig. 1.1A (2, 3). The 
lower collar is similar to a shaft and connects to the capsid via a connector protein and the 
tails via a tail knob. The capsid serves as a container to store double stranded DNA (dsDNA). 
The elasticity of capsid was determined to be ~1.8 GPa similar to other proteins such as silk 
and collagen fibers which are evolved to endure extreme mechanical stress (4, 5). 
 
Figure 1.1: (A) Schematic representation of a ϕ29 phage particle with different regions indicated by 
arrows. Cryo-EM density maps of a ϕ29 bacteriophage in (B) full view, (C) cross-section view with filled 
DNA and (D) cross-section view after the DNA was emptied (3). 
ϕ29 replicates through a lytic cycle, and this complete cycle is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. At first 
as shown in Fig. 1.2A, it infects a bacterium by injecting the dsDNA into the host cell (1). 
Subsequently, the dsDNA is replicated using the host enzymes (Fig. 1.2B) and the ϕ29 
structural proteins are synthesized using the molecular machinery of the host bacterium 
(Fig. 1.2C). Further, as depicted in Figs. 1.2D−F, these newly synthesized proteins and the 
DNA are assembled to form new mature and infectious phage particles that are released 
upon lyses of the host cell (1).  
During the ϕ29 assembly, the structural head proteins arrange as a precursor capsid, which 
is also called as procapsid (Fig. 1.2C). Then, a DNA packaging motor (Fig. 1.3A) is formed to 
package the newly synthesized viral DNA into the procapsid (6, 7). After completion of the 
DNA packaging, the motor is dismantled and subsequently, the other phage proteins 






Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the lytic cycle. (A) Bacteriophage infects the host cell by 
injecting the viral DNA. (B) Replication of the viral DNA by employing host enzymes. (C) Synthesis of 
viral structural proteins and assembly of the viral procapsid. (D) Viral DNA is packaged into the 
procapsid by the DNA packaging motor. (E) The motor dismantles and the complete bacteriophage is 
formed. Mature phages are released upon lyses of the host cell. (F) The bacteriophage binds to a new 
host cell for the next lytic cycle.  
1.1. DNA packaging motor 
The ϕ29 DNA packaging motor consists of three components, a head-tail connector protein 
(a product of gene gp10), a prohead RNA (pRNA) (8) and an ATPase enzyme (a product of 
gene gp16) (8-14). A sketch of the motor with and without a procapsid is illustrated in 
Fig. 1.3. The connector also being as a channel occupies the vertex of the procapsid and acts 
like a portal during the viral DNA packaging (Fig. 1.3A). The pRNA binds with the connector, 
the ATPase and the procapsid. The ATPase, which is located at the bottom of the pRNA, 
hydrolyzes ATP molecules to release the required energy for the DNA packaging (9, 15, 16) 
(Fig. 1.3B). 
The motor transports and packages the viral DNA by transforming chemical energy into 
mechanical work. Further, the motor works against a maximum internal to external 
pressure difference of ~60 atm, which is generated by the negatively charged filled DNA 
(17). Consequently, it is one of the strongest molecular motors in the biological world. Such 
extreme properties make it a potential candidate for a motor used in nano-devices in the 
field of nanotechnology (7). Also, the motor has potential application as a molecular sorter 
in nano-pore based DNA sequencing devices or as a model system for anti-viral treatment of 
infections caused by herpes viruses, adenoviruses, and parvoviruses and pox viruses (7). 
One of the motor components, the prohead-RNA is demonstrated to be a suitable choice for 
a gene delivery system because it was used as carrier for ribozyme and antisense RNA to 






Figure 1.3: Schematic drawing of the DNA packaging motor. The motor’s components are drawn in 
cartoon representation that was adapted from cryo-EM density difference maps (19): (i) connector in 
blue, (ii) pRNA in magenta, (iii) ATPase in green, (iv) DNA helix in brown, and (v) procapsid in gray. (A) 
A complete motor assembly including the bacteriophage procapsid. (B) Front view. (C) Longitudinal 
cross section. 
1.2. Components of the DNA packaging motor 
1.2.1. The connector 
The connector is a truncated cone shaped dodecamer protein with a central channel 
(Fig. 1.4). Each monomer consists of 309 amino acid residues what sums up to 3708 
residues in the whole connector. Four crystal structures of the connector in the absence of 
the DNA have been determined using X-ray diffraction methods until now (13, 20, 21). The 
structures of the N–terminal (1 to 15), C–terminal (285 to 309) and loop residues (225 to 
239) were not resolved and are therefore missing in all available structures (Fig. 1.4).  
The structure of the connector can be divided into five regions namely, upper, loop, middle, 
hinge, and bottom region (Fig. 1.4C). The upper region is located inside the procapsid. The 
middle helical region consists of 36 helices and this structural scaffold is conserved in 
connectors of other head-tail bacteriophage. The bottom region is located outside the 
procapsid and another motor component the pRNA is attached to this region. The hinge 






Figure 1.4: The crystal structure of the connector illustrated as cartoon and colored in accordance with 
the protein’s secondary structure (alpha helix: purple, beta sheet: green and coil: blue). (A) Front and 
(B) top view of the connector. Blue spheres show the location of the missing loops. (C) The enlarged 
structure of one connector subunit with reference to the channel axis. The five regions of the connector 
are illustrated by polygonal boxes. 
1.2.2. Prohead RNA 
Prohead RNA (pRNA) (Fig. 1.5) is an essential component of the viral DNA packaging motor 
(8, 10, 11). In vivo, the pRNA consists of 174 nucleotides whereas in vitro, 120 nucleotides 
were shown to be functional and their sizes may vary depending on the respective 
purification method (22). The pRNA size variations affect neither the phage assembly nor 
the DNA packaging process (23). The pRNA forms a cyclic ring at the bottom of the 
connector in the DNA packaging motor (Fig. 1.2) (6). The number of pRNA molecules in this 
cyclic ring was controversial on the basis of several experimental studies (2, 6, 10, 13, 19, 
24-27). Mutagenesis and ultracentrifugation studies demonstrated that the pRNA is present 
in the form of a cyclic hexamer (10, 26). Fluorescence and cryo-EM studies also supported 
the presence of a hexameric ring (6, 25). Recent, AFM imaging results confirmed that the 
pRNA is present as a hexameric ring in vitro (27, 28).  In contrast, several cryo-EM 
reconstruction studies revealed that only a pentameric form can fit into the density maps of 
the pRNA that were obtained from the completely assembled DNA packaging motor (2, 13, 







Figure 1.5: Computer model of the pentameric pRNA ring (13). The colors represent the five monomers. 
(a) Top view and (b) Side view. 
1.2.3. ATPase 
ATPase, a gene product of gp16, provides the required energy for the DNA packaging via 
hydrolysis of ATP molecules (9, 15, 16). Comparative genomics studies placed this ATPase 
in the Ftsk/HerA family of dsDNA translocases. This family itself is a part of the superfamily 
ASCE (Additional strand, conserved E), which contains functionally diverse proteins 
including AAA+ and RecA like ATPase proteins (29-31). Cryo-EM density maps revealed 
that the ATPase has a pentameric cyclic form when attached to the connector and the pRNA 
(Fig. 1.2) (13, 19). In contrast, several experimental studies showed that the ATPase is 
present as a hexameric cyclic ring during the DNA packaging process (32-34). 
1.3. DNA packaging mechanism 
The topologies and the arrangements of the DNA packaging motor’s components are 
discussed in the previous sections. How this motor packages the DNA into the procapsid and 
how its components contribute to the packaging process? Also, the motor is one of the 
strongest biological motors, to understand its mechanism would be interesting and 
eventually helpful to employ in several nano-devices. Therefore, several experimental 
models have been developed to illustrate the packaging mechanism (6, 7, 16, 34-36). These 
models mostly consist of the purified procapsid, the pRNA, and the ATPase. Upon adding 
ATP molecules with initiation factor DNA-gp3, the DNA is packaged up to 90 % into the 
procapsid (37). After completion of DNA packaging, the infectious bacteriophage is formed 
in presence of viral structural proteins. 
Optical tweezers experiments revealed that the DNA packaging initiates with a rate of 
~165 bp/s that gradually decreases as the packaging progresses towards completion (38). 
Furthermore, the internal force, which resists DNA packaging, is as low as ~7 pN at one 





packaging (38). In the completely filled procapsid, the pressure difference reaches up to 
~60 atm (16, 17). Consequently, the procapsid must possess exceptional elastic properties 
to withstand such a large counter pressure, and indeed, a Young’s modulus of ~1.8 GPa was 
measured in atomic force microscopy (AFM) experiments (4, 5). The procapsid’s elasticity is 
comparable with that of other structural proteins such as silk fibers and collagen fibrils that 
also withstand extreme mechanical stress (39-41).  
The role of the ATPase during DNA packaging has been studied using optical tweezers 
experiments and in vitro ATPase assays (9, 12, 15, 32-34, 42, 43). The motor component 
ATPase hydrolyzes ATP molecules to release energy. Early experimental  results showed 
that one ATP is required to transport the two base pairs (BP) of the viral DNA (9). 
Subsequent optical tweezers studies revealed that 10 DNA BP are packaged under 
hydrolysis of four ATP molecules (15, 42). Furthermore, the motor specifically pushes the 
5′−3′ strand of the dsDNA during the packaging process (43). In conclusion, the motor 
pushes ~2.5 BP DNA through its 5′−3′ strand with an expense of one ATP molecule and 
generates the force required to counter the large internal pressure.  
The connector’s role in the DNA packaging has been studied through mutagenesis, voltage 
ramping experiments, and sedimentation assays (34, 36, 44-46). The connector can embed 
into the lipid bi-layer membrane and acts as a channel for transporting the DNA across the 
membrane along the electrochemical gradient (36). This particular property enables to 
study the role of the connector in DNA transport via voltage ramping experiments, which 
revealed that it allows unidirectional transport of DNA across the lipid membrane (46). 
Further, sedimentation assays have shown that upon mutations of the conserved loop 
residues K234A.K235A.R237A, the packaged DNA leaked out of the filled procapsid due to 
the centrifugal force that was generated during the assays (45). Therefore, the connector 
was suggested to act as a one-way valve preventing DNA leakage caused by internal 
pressure (34, 44). 
1.3.1. DNA packaging models 
Since last four decades, several models have been proposed explain the mechanism of the 
DNA packaging process and reviewed in the publications (7, 47, 48). On the basis of several 
experiments performed in last two decades, many models eventually ruled out (35, 36, 42). 
The following four models have been widely got attention and backed by several 
experimental results (13, 34, 42, 49, 50). 
1.3.1.1. The rotation model 
The procapsid and the connector structures possess five-fold and six-fold symmetries, 
respectively, and a free rotation is possible because of this symmetry mismatch (49). The 





system, where the connector acts as a nut and rotates by 12° with respect to the procapsid. 
Subsequently, the DNA, which acts as a bolt, is transported into the procapsid.  
 
Figure 1.6: Illustration of the rotation and untwist-twist DNA packaging models. Three motor 
components, the connector (blue), the pRNA (magenta) and ATPase (green) are shown with the DNA 
(orange-brown) in Figs. (A-C). (A) Schematic representation for the rotation model, where blue and 
black arrows show the rotation of the connector and direction of the DNA transport, respectively. (B) 
Schematic representation for the untwist-twist model, where blue and black arrows depict the untwist-
twist motion of the connector and the DNA transport, respectively.  
To test the connector’s rotation, single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy was used to 
study the packaging process (51). In this experiment, one of the connector’s subunit was 
labeled by a fluorescent dye and the polarization of the emission was measured. The 
observed signals were incompatible with the connector’s full rotation by a very high 
probability (51). Therefore, the full rotation of the connector with respect to the procapsid 
is ruled out and rendered this model unlikely. However, these experiments could not rule 
out a partial rotation of the connector because it might push the DNA by rotating and 
subsequently regaining the original orientation (51). 
1.3.1.2. Untwist-twist model 
The rotation model was further extended by Simpsons et al. in untwist-twist model, 
according to which, the connector rotates by a spring-like two steps mechanism as depicted 
in Fig. 1.6B (13). In the first step, the connector expands and untwists by 0.64 nm and 12°, 
respectively, under the consumption of ~50 kJ.mol-1 energy, which is released from the 
hydrolysis of one ATP molecule. Simultaneously, the motor grasps the next two DNA 
base-pairs from the outside of the procapsid. In the second step, the connector relaxes by 
twisting-compression and pushes the two DNA base-pairs into the procapsid (Fig. 1.6B). 
Because, the connector’s full rotation has been ruled out, it might partially rotate through 





1.3.1.3. Push-roll model 
The push-roll model was proposed on the basis of results which were obtained by the 
optical tweezers experiments (15, 16, 43, 50). Yu et al. proposed that the pentameric ATPase 
pushes 2.5 DNA basepairs by a “lever” into the procapsid via a conformational change that is 
driven by the energy generated by hydrolysis of one ATP as depicted in Fig. 1.7A (50). The 
DNA is packaged in two phases, first in a dwell phase; four ATP molecules bind to the four 
sub-units of the ATPase (15, 42). In the second burst phase, ATP molecules are hydrolyzed 
to release the required energy that changes ATPase conformations and thereby pushes the 
DNA into the procapsid (15, 42). During the burst phase, 10 DNA BP are packaged under the 
hydrolysis of 4 ATP molecules (2.5 base-pairs per step). Simultaneously as illustrated in 
Fig. 1.7B, the DNA rotates by −30° with respect to the motor and rolls by 18° on the motor’s 
lumen wall, that results in a total −12° DNA rotation (50, 52).  
 
Figure 1.7: Illustration of the push-roll and one-way revolution DNA packaging models. Colors are 
described in Fig. 1.6. (A) Scheme shows the DNA pushing (arrow) performed by the ATPase (green) as 
proposed in both push-roll model and one-way revolution model. (B) According to the push-roll model, 
the DNA helix (orange, top-view) rotates and rolls (arrows) inside the connector channel (blue, 
top-view) during the DNA packaging. (C) According to the one-way revolution model, the DNA helix 
(orange, top-view) revolves (arrow) inside the connector channel. (D) Illustration of the four 
electropositive rings K200, K209, K234 and K235 in the connector (blue) which are proposed to be 
essential for DNA revolution and observed DNA transport step-size of ~2.5 basepairs. The loop residues 
K234 and K235 were missing in the crystal structures and therefore these residues are modeled in the 
presented snapshot of the connector. 
1.3.1.4. One-way-revolution model 
Recently, on the basis of the several fluorescence and voltage ramping experimental results 
(25, 27, 32, 33, 44, 46), a one-way revolution model was proposed by Zhao et al. (34). 
According to this model, the hexameric ATPase transports viral DNA under hydrolysis of 
ATP molecules as depicted in Fig. 1.7A. During the transport, the DNA revolves without 
rotation inside the connector channel (Fig. 1.7C). The connector as a one-way valve allows 
unidirectional transport of the DNA and prevents DNA leakage what is expected due to the 





K234, and K235 interact with DNA (Fig. 1.7D) and induce a DNA packaging step-size of 2.5 
basepairs/step which was observed in optical tweezers experiments (15, 42). Further, the 
model proposes that these lysine residues are separated by ~9 Å inside the connector 
channel and consequently, ~2.6 (9/3.4) basepairs are present between the successive rings 
by considering a DNA helical pitch of 3.4 Å. Moreover, these lysine residues also facilitate the 
proposed DNA revolution without rotation during the packaging process.  
1.4. Aims of this study 
Despite of many experimental studies on the DNA packaging motor, several questions about 
the connector’s role in packaging mechanism remain open. The three proposed and 
previously introduced DNA packaging models discuss the role of the connector in the 
packaging process. Here, I focused on the connector’s role in the DNA packaging process at 
atomistic scale and examined the proposed packaging models.  
The untwist-twist model requires the connector to exhibit an elastic reversible deformation 
to package the DNA into the procapsid by spring-like oscillations. Additionally, as a part of 
the procapsid, the connector is expected to exhibit similar mechanical properties by whose 
procapsid withstand a maximum pressure difference of ~60 atm. Therefore, I determined 
the mechanical properties of the connector to understand the underlying mechanism of 
pressure resistance and probed the spring-like motion.  This motion that drives the 
transport of two DNA base-pairs consists of a 12° untwisting and 0.64 nm expansion in the 
connector under consumption of ~50 kJ mol-1 energy released from hydrolysis of one ATP 
molecule. Therefore, this proposed motion was examined by calculating the required energy 
to drive this motion.  
Both, the one-way revolution and the push-roll model require the presence of a DNA helix in 
a form of straight rod inside the connector channel during the DNA packaging process. 
However, structure of the connector in complex with the DNA is not available and the 
impacts of the DNA on the connector and vice versa are ye unknown at atomic resolution. In 
recent fluorescence spectroscopy experiments performed on the T4 bacteriophage DNA 
packaging motor, the DNA was observed to be compressed by ~22-24 % inside the motor 
channel during the packaging process (53). Additionally, in cryo-EM density maps of the 
connector, the bottom region of the connector appeared to be deformed with respect to the 
crystal structure after completion of DNA packaging (3). The deformations in either the 
connector or the DNA would lead to deviation from the required structural features that are 
proposed in the packaging models. Therefore, I determined the impact of the DNA on the 
connector and vice versa by characterizing their conformational changes. 
Next, the one-way revolution model requires the connector to function as a one way valve 
that only allows unidirectional transport of the DNA. This model was examined by 





the procapsid through the connector channel. Furthermore, the connector loop’s residues 
were proposed to be essential for this one-way valve function. Roles of these loop’s residues 
in preventing the DNA leakage against a large counter pressure were studied to understand 
the one-way valve mechanism. The model further proposes that the connector channel’s 
electropositive rings facilitate the transport of the DNA by a revolution mechanism with 
~2.5 base-pairs per step; therefore, the role of these rings was studied to validate this 
model.  
Further, the one-way revolution and the push-roll model require revolution and rolling of 
the DNA inside the connector channel, respectively. These two types of DNA motions are 
likely to occur in presence of a gap between the DNA helix and the connector channel. 
Indeed, the gap is present when a modeled B-DNA is placed inside the crystal structure of 
the connector; however, interaction of the DNA with the channel might deform both 
structures. Therefore, I probed the gap with in dependence of a likely deformation of both 
the DNA and the channel to test the proposed revolution or rolling motion of the DNA. 
To achieve these aims, I performed all-atom explicit solvent molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations, which has been successfully employed to understand bio-chemical processes at 
atomistic scale (54-70). Equilibrium and force-probe MD simulations have been applied to 
determine the elastic properties of bio-macromolecules (58, 62, 64, 69, 70) and therefore, 
these methods were used to study the connector’s elastic properties. Equilibrium MD 
simulations have been used to study large-scale conformational changes in the bio-
macromolecules (54, 56, 57, 68) and therefore, simulations are suitable to characterize 
structural changes in connector-DNA complex. The energy required to deform the connector 
as proposed in the untwist-twist model was calculated by using umbrella sampling MD 
simulations combined with the weighted histogram analysis method (61, 63, 67). Force-
probe simulations analogous to single-molecule affinity force microscopy or optical 
tweezers method (59, 60, 62, 64, 69, 70), were utilized to determine the force required to 
transport the DNA through the connector channel.  
Combining above described computational methods, I investigated the connector’s role in 
the DNA packaging process at atomistic scale. The present study is likely to contribute to 
understanding the connector’s role at atomic resolution during DNA packaging process. 
Particularly, to study the mechanism by which the connector minimizes the DNA leakage 
against such a large pressure of ~60 atm, would be very interesting. This thesis broadens 
our knowledge about these types of single-molecule valves and motors, which can be 
employed in nano-devices for gene-delivery, drug-delivery or transport across lipid 























2.1. Molecular Dynamics Simulations 
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have emerged as a leading theoretical method to 
study the microscopical and thermodynamical properties of molecules. The MD method 
models a real time evolution of molecular configurations by mimicking physical 
environment using computer processors. The method becomes a choice to understand the 
bio-chemical processes in atomistic or molecular scale resolutions. The MD simulations have 
been employed to study the role of bio-macromolecules such as proteins, lipid membrane, 
DNA, RNA, and small organic molecules in biological processes. The theoretical background 
of the MD simulations is extensively discussed in literature (71-75). During the MD 
simulations, the motion of the atoms as a function of the time is computed using the models 
that are developed on the approximations of the quantum mechanical (QM) methods.  
2.1.1. Schrödinger equation 
In the QM methods, both nuclei and electrons dynamics can be computed by solving the time 




= ℋ𝜕𝜕(𝐑𝐑, 𝐫𝐫, 𝑡𝑡)                                                                                                                       2.1 
where,  ψ is the time dependent wave function, R and r are positions of the nuclei and 
electrons in space, respectively and t is time.  The Hamilton operator ℋ is related to the 
electrons and nuclei, and it is the sum of the operators for the kinetic and coulomb 
electrostatic energy. The Hamilton operator ℋ further can be separated as follows: 
ℋ = 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 + 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒                                                                                                                2.2 
where 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 and 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒is kinetic energy operator for electrons and nuclei. 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  and 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  is 
columbic energy operator for the electrons only, between the electrons and the nuclei, and 
the nuclei only, respectively. 
2.1.2. Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
Solving above Schrödinger equation (Eq. 2.1) is computationally expensive and not 
practically feasible for small molecules with more than few atoms. The Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation alleviates this problem; mass of the electron is much less than mass of the 
nuclei and consequently, the wave function can be solved separately in steps for electronic 
motions, nuclear vibrations, and molecular rotations. Using this approximation, one can 
compute electron and nuclei dynamics separately for a molecule.  
Despite this approximation, solving the wave functions is still not practically feasible for 
macro bio-molecules with more than thousands of atoms. This problem is addressed by two 




further approximations. First, atoms are assumed to be classical particles that follow 
Newton’s laws of motion. Second, the potential energy surface is approximated by the 
collection of simple potential functions. These functions combined together form molecular 
mechanics force field, modeled by approximating the potential energy surface, which is 
previously calculated by QM methods. These functions are used during the MD simulations 
to calculate potential energy and subsequently, motions of the atoms are computed using 
the Newton’s second law of motion. Therefore, the usage of force-field significantly speeds 
up the potential energy calculations for the macromolecules. 
2.1.3. Molecular mechanics force field  
A force field is a collection of potential energy function coefficients, which are known as the 
force-field parameters. These coefficients are determined by using QM calculations, and this 
procedure is called as force-field parameterizations. Force-fields such as MMFF and MM4 
have been developed for small organic molecules while AMBER, CHARMM, OPLS and 
GROMOS were developed for bio-macromolecules such as proteins, lipids, DNA and RNA. 
These force-fields mainly consist of two sets of potential functions, 
𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏 + 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 −𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏                                                                                                                   2.3 
where 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡  is total potential energy of the molecule, 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏  and 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 −𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏  are potential 
energies originating from bonded and non-bonded atom-pairs. 
Bond, angle, proper-dihedral and improper-dihedral functions contribute to 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏 , 
𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏 = 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 + 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 + 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒                                                                                 2.4 
Most widely used functions of these four bonded terms are illustrated in Fig. 2.1A-D. van der 
Waals and electrostatic interactions contribute to 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 −𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏 , 
𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 −𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏 = 𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 + 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒                                                                                                           2.5 
As can be seen in Fig. 2.1E-F, the Lennard-Jones potential is used for 𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣  and the coulomb 
potential is used for 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 . The 𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣  values rapidly decrease with increase in distance 
between atom-pairs (Fig. 2.1E). In contrast, electrostatic interaction decays gradually with 
the distance (Fig. 2.1F). A cut-off distance is used to reduce the number of non-bonded 
atom-pairs that are considered for the calculation of the non-bonded interactions. The 
calculation time decreases because of the reduction in atom-pairs and this speed up the 
simulation. For the electrostatic interaction, Coulomb equation is used for the atom-pairs 
that are within the cut-off distance, and particle mesh Ewald method (76) is used for the 
atom-pairs that fall outside of the cut-off. 





Figure 2.1: Typical potential energy functions used in MD simulations (72). (A) Bond stretching 
harmonic potential, where kb is force-constant and b0 is bond-length with minimum potential. (B) 
Harmonic angle potential, where kθ is force-constant and θ0 is angle with minimum potential. (C) 
Proper dihedral periodic potential, where kφ is force constant, n is termed as multiplicity and φs is phase 
factor. Multiplicity is total number of energy minima, and phase factor is dihedral angle at the 
respective energy minima within a range of −π to π. (D) Improper periodic potential is used to maintain 
planer conformation of the molecule and is similar to the proper dihedral periodic potential (E) van der 
Waals interactions Vvdw are modeled using the Lennard-Jones potential function VLJ, where σ is the 
separation between atoms at zero energy and ε is minimum energy value. (F) Electrostatic interactions 
are modeled by the coulomb potential, where q1 and q2 are partial charges of the atoms, ε0 is vacuum 
permittivity and εr is relative permittivity of the medium. 
Force acting on each atom is derivative of these six potential functions, 
𝐹𝐹 = −
𝑏𝑏𝑉𝑉
𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒                                                                                                                                                       2.6 
After calculating the potential energy and forces, next step in simulation is to calculate the 
motions of atoms with respect to time. 
2.1.4. Dynamics of the atoms 
Atomic motions are computed using Newton’s second law of motions, according to which 
force F is equal to mass multiplied by rate of change in velocity or acceleration: F = ma, 
where m is mass and a is acceleration. The trajectory of atoms is computed by solving  
following differential equation, 








                                                                                                                                                      2.7 
where x is positions of the particles at time t, F is total force acting on the particles and m is 
the particle mass. However, analytical solution of this equation is difficult to obtain for 
bio-macromolecules due to many-body problem, which is caused by large number of 
interacting atoms. To solve this problem, finite difference methods have been developed to 
integrate equation of the motion (Eq. 2.6). Three most widely used finite difference methods 
are Verlet (77), Leapfrog (78) and Velocity-Verlet (79) integration schemes. Motions of the 
atoms are obtained by computing velocity and positions with respect to the time using one 
of these methods.  
 
Figure 2.2: A flow-chart illustrating steps in a MD simulation. The step-size of the simulations is 
denoted by ∆t. The starting, current and final time are denoted by t, t0 and tf, respectively. 
A summary of MD simulations steps are illustrated in a flow-chart (Fig. 2.2). Biological 
experiments are preformed at constant temperature and pressure; therefore to mimic these 
conditions, temperature and pressure are regulated during simulations by coupling 
molecular system to an external bath (55, 80). The step-size of the MD simulation is 
typically kept at 1 fs, because it is the smallest time scale of vibrations in bonds containing 
hydrogen atoms. Step-size can be extended to 2 fs by constraining all bonds containing 




hydrogen atoms using LINCS algorithm (81, 82). The step-size can be further extended to 4 
fs by constraining the angular-bond vibrations involving hydrogen atoms. 
2.1.5. Force-probe MD simulations 
2.1.5.1. Pulling/Pushing simulations 
During MD simulations, to pull or push a molecule or group of atoms in specific directions, 
an external force is applied on the center of mass of the respective groups in the given 
direction. The applied force could be either constant or vary during the simulations. The 
most widely used method to apply an external force is via a “virtual spring” with a potential, 
which is given as follows (60),  
𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡) =  
1
2
𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥0 − 𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡)2                                                                                                                    2.8 
where 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒  is spring-constant, x0 is initial-offset, and v is pulling rate of the spring. As 
illustrated in Fig. 2.3, one tip of the virtual spring is attached with center of mass and an 
opposite tip of the spring is pulled in the given direction. The resultant force exerted on 
atoms or center of mass by this spring is given as follows, 
𝐹𝐹(𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡) =  −𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥0 − 𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡)                                                                                                               2.9 
Two examples of force-probe simulations that are performed on connector-DNA complex 
are shown in Fig. 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.3: Two types of force-probe simulations were performed on the connector and the DNA. (A) 
Two opposite subunits of the connector are shown in red and green while remaining subunits are kept 
transparent for visibility. Brown spheres shown at center of both upper and bottom discs depict the 
center of mass formed by helices residue’s Cα atoms (brown spheres at periphery of discs) from 12 
subunits. The middle helical region of the connector was expanded by pulling center of mass of the 
lower discs with respect to the upper discs by a virtual ‘spring’ (violet). (B) The connector (blue) with 
the DNA (green) in the channel is shown. Center of mass (green sphere) of two DNA basepairs was 
pulled in upward direction by a virtual “spring” (orange). 




2.1.5.2. Rotation simulations 
To rotate a molecule around an axis, an external torque is applied during the MD simulation. 
In enforced rotation simulations, at first, reference virtual positions of the atoms are rotated 
with a constant angular velocity around an axis and subsequently, the atoms are allowed to 
attract towards this virtual positions via a “virtual spring” potential. As a result, the group of 
atoms rotates around a given rotational axis, which either can be fixed or flexible. Several 
variants of the rotational potentials have been developed and discussed in a publication by 
Kutzner et al. (64). 
2.2. Elastic properties from the equilibrium fluctuations 
2.2.1. Elastic spring constants 
The elastic constants can be computed under assumptions that the energy landscape is 
harmonic for the given modes of motions or degrees of freedom. The free energy landscape 
for a given two degree of freedoms (θ and L) during equilibrium fluctuations under the 
harmonic approximation is written as follows, )],(ln[),( LpTkLG B θθ −=  where, kB is and T 
are the Boltzmann constant and temperature respectively. Using the harmonic 
approximation, the probability density function G(θ, L) is given as, 
 
𝑖𝑖(𝜃𝜃, 𝐿𝐿)∝ exp �−
1
2
[ (𝜃𝜃 − ?̅?𝜃) , (𝐿𝐿 − 𝐿𝐿�) ] 𝐂𝐂−1 � 
(𝜃𝜃 − ?̅?𝜃)
(𝐿𝐿 − 𝐿𝐿�)
 ��                                                                  2.10 
where,θ  and L  are average value of the respective degree of freedoms; C is covariance 
matrix of two degree of freedoms (θ and L). Harmonic free energy for two degree of 
freedoms can be expressed as follows, 
 𝐺𝐺(θ, 𝐿𝐿) =
1
2
 𝐾𝐾𝜃𝜃 (𝜃𝜃 − ?̅?𝜃)2 +
1
2
 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿(𝐿𝐿 − 𝐿𝐿�)2 + 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒(𝜃𝜃 − ?̅?𝜃)(𝐿𝐿 − 𝐿𝐿�)                                                       2.11  
where Kθ and KL are two spring constants for respective degree of freedoms, and Kc is 
coupling constant between the two degree of freedoms. By comparing above three 
equations, these constants can be written as follows, 
� 𝐾𝐾𝜃𝜃 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿
 � = 𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏 𝑇𝑇 𝐂𝐂−1                                                                                                                                2.12 
Therefore, using the harmonic approximation of underlying energy landscape, the elastic 
properties such as spring constants can be calculated using the above equation from the 
equilibrium MD simulations. This equation can also be extended for more than two degrees 
of freedom. 




2.2.2. Young modulus of elasticity 
Elastic spring constant depends on the geometrical shape of an object. To compare elasticity 
of two objects with different geometry, a shape independent parameter, Young’s modulus of 
elasticity is calculated. For estimating the connector’s Young’s modulus (Y), it was 
considered similar to a truncated hollow cone of homogenous elastic material with varying 
channel radius (Fig. 2.4).  The change in length δ upon applying an axial force F (arrow in 
Fig. 2.4) is given as follows (83), 





                                                                                                                                       2.13 
Where, A(x) is cross-sectional area normal to a channel axis. According to Hooke’s law for a 
spring oscillations, force F = KL δ , and therefore, young’s modulus Y can be written as 
follows, 





                                                                                                                                         2.14 
which yields, for an assumed hollow truncated cone having variant diameters (Fig. 2.4), 




𝐷𝐷𝑏𝑏 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 − 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
ln �
(𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡 + 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 )(𝐷𝐷𝑏𝑏 − 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 )
(𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡 − 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 )(𝐷𝐷𝑏𝑏 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 )
�                                                                                2.15 
where Da and da are narrow end exterior and interior diameters, respectively; Db and db are 
wide end exterior and interior diameters of the truncated cone, respectively (sketch shown 
in Fig. 2.4). The derivation of the Young’s modulus is described in Appendix 8.1. 
 
Figure 2.4: Geometrical characterization of the 
truncated hollow cone model used for calculating 
the Young’s modulus of elasticity. The sketch shows 
the truncated hollow cone of length L, where Da and 
da denote narrow end exterior and interior 
diameter, respectively; Db and db denote wide end 
exterior and interior diameter, respectively. 
2.3. Principal component analysis 
Structure of the bio-macromolecules vibrates and changes at the room temperature. Some of 
these fluctuations are large whereas most of them are small such as bonds, angle and 
dihedral vibrations. Few of these structural fluctuations and transitions are relevant to the 
biological functions. Identifying these transitions of interest through trajectory visualization 




is often difficult and error-prone, and therefore a method is required to filter large 
conformational changes from the MD trajectories. To discriminate and quantify large and 
small fluctuations, principal component analysis (PCA) has been employed on the MD 
trajectories (54, 56, 84-90). 
In this method, covariance matrix C is calculated for coordinates of the atoms: 
𝐂𝐂 =  〈(𝐱𝐱(𝑡𝑡) − 〈𝐱𝐱〉) (𝐱𝐱(𝑡𝑡) − 〈𝐱𝐱〉)T〉                                                                                                           2.16 
Where, 〈 〉 shows an average over complete trajectory. x(t) are positions of atoms with 
function of time and x is average positions of atoms in the trajectory. The obtained 
covariance matrix is a symmetric matrix, which is subsequently diagonalized and a set of 
eigenvectors and eigenvalues are obtained: 
𝐂𝐂 =  𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓T                                                                                                                                                    2.17 
where 𝐓𝐓 and T denote eigenvalue and eigenvector matrix. The eigenvectors describe 
direction of atomic displacement in high dimensional space and corresponding eigenvalues 
show mean square fluctuation of the total displacement. These eigenvalues are sorted in 
descending order and therefore, first few eigenvectors describe the largest conformational 
change obtained from the MD simulation. The trajectory is then projected onto the 
eigenvectors to obtain principal coordinates pi(t) that quantify the conformational 
fluctuations for the respective eigenvector µi : 
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 . (𝐱𝐱(𝑡𝑡) − 〈𝐱𝐱〉)                                                                                                                             2.18 
The MD trajectories can be further filtered to visualize the conformational fluctuations along 
a given eigenvector: 
𝐱𝐱𝑖𝑖′ (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡). 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 + 〈𝐱𝐱〉                                                                                                                                2.19 
By employing PCA, the slowest and largest conformational transitions are extracted and 
quantified from the MD trajectories. PCA significantly reduces the number of dimensions to 
study the conformational fluctuations as first few principal components describe the 





Modeling and refinement 


























The loop region of the connector is essential for the DNA packaging because these 12 loops 
restrict the packed DNA inside the procapsid during the packaging process (44, 45). 
However, the loops’ structures A230-S244 are not resolved in the available X-ray crystal 
structures (Fig. 3.1) due to their high flexibility (13, 20, 21). Moreover, these connector’s 
structures were resolved in the absence of DNA and do not contain the DNA. The loops 
structure and its interactions with the DNA are crucial to model and to refine for probing 
functional roles of the loops using the MD simulations. To achieve this aim, 12 loops and 
DNA were modeled into the connector as illustrated in Fig. 3.2 and further, the loops 
structure was refined in the presence of the DNA.  
 
Figure 3.1: Crystal structure of the connector in top view. (A) Red spheres denote the location of the 
missing loops. (B) Modeled loops (red) are not in contact with the DNA (yellow and blue ring at the 
center of the channel). 
3.2. Methods 
An initial structural model of one loop was generated for one of the twelve symmetrical 
missing loops using the ArchPred server (94). This seed structure was then replicated 
(according to the 12-fold symmetry of the connector) and manually integrated within all 
other remaining sub-units after aligning the seed structure (see Fig. 3.1B). In addition, four 
of the twelve subunits lacked residues (Q166-L169) in the bottom region, and these 
residues were modeled using Modeller program (95). 
Next, first 60 nucleotides (ATG GCA CGT AAA CGC AGT AAC ACA TAC CGA TCT ATC AAT GAG 
ATA CAG CGT CAA AAA CGG) of a ϕ29 gp10 gene (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_011048.1) 
were modeled in the form of B-DNA by using NAB package (96). Subsequently, the DNA was 
placed inside center of the connector channel in such a way that channel axis and DNA 
helical axis aligned on each other. 




Table 3.1: Heating-cooling cycles performed in SAMD simulations. The connector loops were heated up 
and cooled down consecutively 40 times during 10 ns of MD simulations. Each cycle consisted of 252 ps 













300 20 20 600 20 162 
300-600 2 22 600-500 2 164 
600 22 44 500 20 184 
600-1000 2 46 500-450 2 186 
1000 50 96 450 20 206 
1000-800 2 98 450-400 2 208 
800 20 118 400 20 228 
800-700 2 120 400-350 2 230 
700 20 140 350 20 250 
700-600 2 142 350-300 2 252 
      
Next, the initial molecular system was prepared for the Simulated Annealing Molecular 
Dynamics (SA MD) simulations: The connector-DNA complex was placed at the center of a 
dodecahedron box, 241 067 water molecules were added in this box, and neutralized by the 
addition of 202 sodium ions. The system’s potential energy was minimized by steepest-
descent algorithm, and subsequently, it was heated during a 500 ps constant volume 
simulation with a 1 fs time step. Then, pressure was equilibrated at 1 atm during a 1 ns NPT 
simulation with a 2 fs time step. In these two simulations, all heavy atoms were restrained at 
the starting positions by a force constant of 1000 kJ⋅mol⋅nm-2. Afterward, a 10 ns SA MD 
simulation was performed with 40 annealing cycles by a rate of 252 ps per cycle (Table 3.1). 
In each cycle, the loops were heated to a temperature of 1000 K in two steps and 
subsequently cooled down to 300 K in seven steps (Table 3.1). Only loops were allowed to 
move during the SA MD simulations, whereas heavy atoms of the remaining connector-DNA 
complex were restrained by the force constant of 1000 kJ⋅mol⋅nm-2 to preserve the 
secondary structure at high temperatures.  
Next, to quantify the largest conformational transitions during annealing, principal 
component analysis (PCA) was performed on the last 6 ns of the SAMD trajectory and 
projections of two largest principal components (PCA subspace) were plotted as shown in 
Fig. 3.2 (54, 56, 85, 86, 97). ive diverse conformations of 1000 K temperature that are 
indicated by P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 in Fig. 3.2A, were chosen on the PCA Subspace. Further, 
five cooling simulations were performed to cool these conformations from 1000 K to 300 K 
during 6 ns of time. Subsequently, these conformations were equilibrated for 1 ns at 300 K 




temperature and five clusters of structures were obtained (indicated by P1c, P2c, P3c, P4c 
and P5c in Fig. 3.2). 
The SA MD and the cooling simulations were performed using GROMACS 4.0.7 package (98).  
BER ff99SB (99) and ParmBSC0 (100) force fields were used for the connector and the DNA, 
respectively. The temperature was regulated by using the Berendsen temperature coupling 
during annealing and cooling. The pressure was maintained at 1 atm by using the Berendsen 
pressure coupling (80). L g range electrostatic interactions were computed by the PME 
method with a grid spacing of 1.2 Å and a fourth order of cubic interpolation (76). Short 
range non-bonded interactions were computed for the atom pairs within a distance of 10 Å.  
3.3. Results and discussion 
The largest conformational transitions were captured via two-dimensional projection (PCA 
subspace) of the two largest principal components with reference to temperatures as 
illustrated in Fig. 3.2A. A characteristic semi-circle shape which is depicted as an arrow in 
Fig. 3.2A was observed on the PCA subspace. This particular shape shows that loops were 
not able to explore the entire conformational space during the SAMD simulation (101). 
Moreover, because of the high temperature (1000 K) and a short cooling time (150 ps) 
during annealing, the conformations are most likely to be present in the high-energy regions 
of the landscape. Next, I asked a question, are these conformations near to the native 
conformation?  
If the obtained high-energy conformations are near to a native conformation, the loops likely 
to evolve toward the native conformation during a slow cooling simulation. To this aim, five 
cooling simulations were performed using five high temperature (1000 K) conformations 
(P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 in Fig. 3.2A) and the conformational evolutions are indicated by 
straight arrows in Fig. 3.2A. As seen in Fig. 3.2A, five diverse loops’ conformations appeared 
to be converging toward the same region on the PCA subspace, but did not attain same 
conformation due to the time constraint. This result suggests that these loops are likely to be 
near the native conformation. Further, as indicated by five blue clusters P1c, P2c, P3c, P4c and 
P5c in Fig. 3.2, how are these cooled conformations similar to each other? To check the 
similarity between these cooled structures, root mean square deviations (RMSD) of these 
five clusters were calculated with respect to the central structure (Fig. 3.2B). The central 
structure was earlier determined by clustering RMSD values of these five clusters P1c, P2c, 
P3c, P4c and P5c. As seen in Fig. 3.2B, the RMSD values are less than 0.15  m, and quite small 
for such a large structure. Therefore, these cooled structures are considered to be very 
similar to each other, and the obtained central structure is likely to be near of the native 
conformation. 





Figure 3.2: Refinement of the connector loops. (A) Plane of projection between first and second 
principal components (PC1 and PC2) obtained after performing PCA on the SA MD trajectories 
(squares). The semi-circular arrow shows the conformational changes with the time during the SA MD 
simulation. Five high temperature conformations P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5 (red circles) were selected from 
the projection plane and cooled down to 300 K. Dense clusters (blue symbols) labeled with P1c, P2c, P3c, 
P4c, and P5c were obtained after cooling. (B) The structures of these five clusters (blue symbols) were 
compared by computing RMSDs of Cα atoms with reference to the central structure. (C) Comparison of 
modeled (blue) and refined loops (red) interacting with the DNA in the channel center. 
As proposed in the DNA packaging models, these loops are required to interact with the 
DNA. Upon closer analysis, the loops are observed to be in contact with the DNA, and 
particularly the loop residues K234, K235 and R237 are within 0.5 Å distance to the DNA 
(Fig. 3.2C). Because the central structure is near to the native conformation and the loops 
interact with the DNA, I considered that the loop-DNA structure is sufficiently modeled to 
examine the packaging models; consequently, it was used as a starting structure for further 
equilibrium MD simulations.  
3.4 Summary 
Twelve missing loops of the connector and DNA were modeled, and the loops were further 
refined in the presence of the DNA. For the refinement, simulated annealing MD was used, 
and high temperature enabled the fast exploration of the energy landscape. Further, PCA of 




SAMD trajectory shows that the loops were not able to explore the entire conformational 
space, and the obtained conformations were likely to be from high-energy regions of the 
landscape. To check closeness of these conformations to the native structure,  five diverse 
conformations were cooled down to 300 K. Subsequent PCA shows that the conformations 
appear to converge in the same region on the conformational subspace, and this result 
suggests that all five conformations are approaching the native conformation. These cooled 
conformations were very similar based on their RMSD values, and a central structure was 
selected as a representative of these conformations. Additionally, the DNA packaging models 
require interactions between the loops and the DNA. In the selected structure, the loop 
residues K234, K235 and R237 are in close contact with the DNA and, therefore, loop-DNA 
interactions are sufficiently modeled in this structure. Overall, the closeness of the refined 
structure to the native structure and the obtained interactions between the loops and the 































My first aim is to probe the untwist-twist DNA packaging model by calculating the elastic 
properties of the connector. This model requires the connector to act as a spring and it 
should exhibits reversible elastic deformation. During the DNA packaging, the connector 
untwists and stretches by 12° and 0.68 nm respectively by consuming 50 kJ.mol-1 of energy 
released by hydrolysis of one ATP molecule. Subsequently, it relaxes and pushes two DNA 
base-pairs by recovering its original orientation. 
In the following publication, the untwist-twist model was probed by several explicit solvent 
MD simulations, which were performed on the connector in the absence of DNA. The 
publication consists of two major sections. First section discusses elastic properties of the 
connector, which were obtained by equilibrium fluctuation analysis and force-probe 
simulations.  The elastic properties were computed under the harmonic approximation of 
energy landscape (see details in Theory chapter). The obtained results suggest that the 
connector is similar to a spring and has properties of elastic reversible deformation. 
Additionally, on the basis of simulations results, I proposed a new mechanism by which the 
connector withstands large counter pressure during the DNA packaging process.  
Second section discusses the energetic requirement of the untwist-twist model. The energy 
required to untwist and stretches the connector by 12° and 0.68 nm, respectively was 
computed by the umbrella sampling simulations. The obtained results rendered the untwist-
twist model unlikely, and therefore, remaining two models, one-way revolution and push-
roll model may explain the DNA packaging mechanism.    
 



























4.2.4. Results and discussion 
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1. Description of connector loops modeling and refinement 
The connector loops A230-S244 were unresolved in the X-ray crystal structure (Fig. S1A) 
and therefore modeled as follows. First, an initial structure model was obtained for one of 
the twelve symmetry-related missing loops using the ArchPred server (1). This seed 
structure was then replicated (according to the 12-fold symmetry of the connector) and 
manually integrated within all other remaining sub-units after aligning the seed structure 
(see Fig. S1B). In addition, four of the twelve subunits of the connector lacked residues 
(Q166-L169) in the bottom region. These residues were modeled using Modeller program 
(2) by taking a template subunit in which these residues are present. 
Also, in a structure of the connector in complex with DNA, the diversity in DNA-loop 
interactions will cause the 12 connector loop structures to slightly differ from each other 
because of the lack of 12-fold symmetry in the DNA helical grooves. To model this structural 
heterogeneity, all 12 connector loops were refined by a combined simulated annealing and 
molecular dynamics (SA/MD) protocol as described in following. 
First, the viral DNA of the ϕ29 bacteriophage gp10 gene (NCBI Reference Sequence: 
NC_011048.1) was modeled into the connector channel center. The first 60 nucleotides 
(ATG GCA CGT AAA CGC AGT AAC ACA TAC CGA TCT ATC AAT GAG ATA CAG CGT CAA AAA 
CGG) were modeled as  B-DNA strand using the Nucleic Acids Builder NAB (3) and is 
depicted as yellow and blue ring (top view)  in Fig. S1B. 
Next, the initial molecular system was prepared for the Simulated Annealing Molecular 
Dynamics (SA MD) simulations: The connector-DNA complex was set in the center of a 
dodecahedron periodic box, solvated with 241,067 water molecules, and neutralized by 
addition of a sufficient number of Sodium ions (in total 202). The system was energy-
minimized and subsequently heated during a NVT simulation of 500 ps with a 1 fs time step. 
Pressure was equilibrated during a subsequent NPT simulation of 1 ns with a 2 fs time step. 
In both simulations, the positions of all heavy atoms were restrained by an harmonic force 
constant of 1000 kJ/(mol nm2). 40 SA cycles of 252 ps length were performed for 10 ns 
during the SA MD simulations. In each SA cycle, the loops were heated up in two steps to a 
temperature of 1000 K and subsequently cooled down in seven steps to 300 K (Table S1). 
Only the loops were free to move during the SA MD simulations, whereas other heavy atoms 
of the connector-DNA complex were restrained at the starting position by a force constant of 
1000 kJ/(mol nm2) to preserve the structure of the complex at high temperatures.  
The SA MD and below described cooling simulations were performed using the GROMACS 
4.0.7 package (4), in which AMBER ff99SB (5) and parmbsc0 (6) force fields were used for 
connector and DNA, respectively. The temperature was regulated during heating and 
cooling by Berendsen temperature coupling, whereas the pressure was maintained at 1 atm 
by the Berendsen pressure coupling (7). Long range electrostatic interactions were 
computed by applying the PME method with a grid spacing of 1.2 Å and a 4th order of cubic 




interpolation (8). Short range non-bonded interactions were computed for the atom pairs 
within a distance of 10 Å. The temperature used in SA MD simulations flattened the energy 
landscape and facilitated random changes in loop conformations that were collected during 
10 ns. To assess the convergence of loop conformations during MD simulations, principal 
component analyses (PCA) were performed (9-13) on the last 6 ns of each SA MD trajectory. 
The first two principal components (PC) were used because these have the largest variance 
and hence show the largest conformation changes. 
Figure S2A shows the two-dimensional plane of the first PC with respect to the second PC. 
The semi-circle shape of the plane reveals randomness in conformations along the first two 
PCs (14). The obtained high temperature conformations (red dots in Fig. S2A) are most 
likely located at a high energy region on the free energy landscape and were not used for MD 
simulations. However, cooling of these conformations is expected to allow achieving nearest 
free energy minimum loop conformations. To this aim, five different high temperature 
conformations were chosen from the projection planes of PC1 and PC2 (A, B, C, D and E in 
Fig. S2A). These  conformations were cooled from 1000 K down to 300 K in 6 ns and 
subsequently equilibrated for 1 ns at 300 K in a NPT simulation (cooling simulations). 
Finally, five clusters of structures were obtained (A′, B′, C′, D′ and E′ in Fig. S2A) at 300 K. 
These were compared by computing root mean square deviations (RMSD) of C-alpha atoms 
of the loops with respect to the initial structure model (five different blue  symbols in Fig. 
S2B) and found to be within 0.2 nm difference. The deviation is not significant for these 
highly flexible loops. Consequently, the central structure from this cluster was used for 
further studies. The final loop conformations and DNA-loop interactions are illustrated in 
Fig. S2C. 
2. Structural and conformational equilibration of the connector 
We monitored the structural stability of the connector during equilibrium MD simulations 
via root mean square deviation (RMSD) calculated for C-alpha atoms with respect to the 
crystal structure  (Fig. S7). After an initial sharp rise during the first 10 ns, the RMSD-values 
stabilize at about 0.25 nm during the subsequent 190 ns. Averaged over the last 190 ns of 
the equilibration phase, a twist angle of θ  = 77.7° and a length of L = 4.89 nm was obtained, 
with a standard deviation of 0.4° and 0.04 nm, respectively (Fig. 2A). Because of the RMSD 
drift observed during the first 100 ns, average values were also computed for the last 100 
ns, and a similar twist angle (θ  = 77.6°) and length (L = 4.91 nm) were obtained. Whereas 
the connector length remained at that of the crystal structure (L = 4.91 nm), the twist angle 
increased by ca. 3.5o with respect to the crystal structure (θ = 74.2o) during the first 10 ns. 
Closer inspection showed that the deviation was actually due to an increased tilt of the 
helices as depicted in Fig. S8, and in particular those helices which are in contact with 
symmetry mates in the crystal structure. This increased tilt of those helices slightly shifted 
the center of mass of the bottom region of each subunit that was used to calculate the twist 
angle (see Figs. 1C and D). We therefore assume that this tilt in the crystal structure is due 




to crystal contacts between these alpha helices and the upper region.  The structures of the 
middle and upper regions are largely unaffected. Given the size of the connector, we 
consider the observed RMSD of ca. 0.25 nm and the underlying structural changes during 
equilibration rather small. Because the overall structure and the RMSD remained unchanged 
during the last 100 ns, this part of the trajectory was used for further analysis.  
3. Elastic properties determined from force-probe simulations 
3.1. Methods 
3.1.1. Force probe MD simulations 
To study the mechanical properties of the connector by force probe simulations, the 
structure was subjected to external forces via two structural descriptors (see Fig. 1D), the 
twist angle θm which describes the twisting-untwisting motion of the middle region of the 
connector, and its length Lm, which quantifies the compression-stretching motion of the 
middle region. The upper and lower disk in Fig. 1E represents Cα atom from the upper- and 
lower-terminus of MH1 and MH2 helices of each subunit, respectively. We will refer to the 
atoms of the lower and upper disk as pull or rotational group and reference group in the 
subsequent sections, respectively. Rotation between two disks defines the twisting-
untwisting motion while motion of disks along channel axis shows the compression-
stretching motion.  
Six force-probe MD simulations (FP-1, FP-2, FP-3, FP-4, FP-5 and FP-6) were performed to 
investigate the twisting-untwisting and compression-stretching motions of the connector 
beyond the equilibrium fluctuations (see details in Table. S2). All force probe simulations 
started from the equilibration trajectory after 25 ns. To drive the compression and 
stretching motion, the center of mass of the pull group (lower disk in Fig. 1D) was moved 
away (stretching) and towards (compression) the center of mass of the reference group 
(upper disk in Fig. 1D). To drive the untwisting and twisting motions, the atoms of the 
rotational group (lower disk in Fig. 1D) were forced to move along circles centered at the z-
axis by applying a torque potential in both anti-clock wise (untwist) and clock wise (twist) 
direction, respectively (grey arrow in Fig. 1D). At the same time, the center of mass of the 
reference group was kept fixed by a harmonic restraint of 1000 kJ.mol−1.nm-2). As defined in 
Ref. (15) the variant rm2-pf was chosen as rotational potential, which allowed the radial 
motion of the rotational group atoms (15). All simulations were carried out using a modified 
version of GROMACS in which rotational pulling was implemented (15). The total simulation 
time was ~160 ns. 
3.1.2. Relaxation simulations 
To study within which regime the observed deformation is reversible and hence elastic, two 
intermediate structures of 5.1 and 5.3 nm length, were chosen from the FP-6 simulation (see 
Figs. S3B and C) for subsequent relaxation simulations (Relax-1 and Relax-2, respectively). 




To equilibrate the structure at the starting twist angle and length, all atoms of pull and 
reference group were restrained by force constant of 1000 kJ/(mol nm2) for the first 4.4 ns. 
The force was then removed, and the connector was allowed to relax freely, during which 
period the approach to its equilibrium length and twist angle was monitored. Furthermore, 
to check the structural reversibility of the compressed connector, an intermediate 
representative structure of the connector with a middle region’s length Lm=2.7 nm was 
taken from the 7.52 ns of the FP-5 simulation (see Fig. S3A) for a subsequent relaxation 
simulation (Relax-3). At this specific snapshot of the FP-5 trajectory, the length Lm=2.699 
nm was nearest to the required value of Lm=2.7 nm. In this relaxation simulation, the 
connector was kept at its enforced twist angle and length for 3.3 ns before the pulling and 
restraint potentials were removed in order to allow relaxation towards its equilibrium 
length. An additional relaxation simulation (Relax-4) was performed from FP-6 simulation 
to obtain relaxed structures of the connector which was later used for the umbrella 
sampling simulations. 
3.2. Results and discussion 
In the first set of simulations (FP-1 and FP-2), the connector was compressed and stretched 
by applying linear pulling forces as described in the methods section (Fig. 1D and Table S2). 
The required forces as well as the resulting connector twist angle θ as a function of 
connector length L was observed (Fig. S10A, red symbols). Indeed, for the range accessible 
to equilibrium fluctuations (black ellipse) as well as for larger compressions beyond the 
equilibrium fluctuations (left branch of the curve), the connector’s twist angle changes by 
2°/nm (Table S6), and is herewith similar to the one determined above (dashed line in Fig. 
S10A). Up to the maximum exerted force of 5000 pN, and at a compression by ca. 4%, the 
force extension curve (Fig. S10B, red line) is linear, indicating Hookean behavior within this 
range.  
For stretching beyond the equilibrium range (outside of ellipse in Fig. S10A), an 
unexpectedly large untwisting is observed, by 13.5°/nm up to 5.1 nm length, with a 
continued linear (Hookean) force. Beyond that critical force, the structure started to break 
down, which is also reflected in the decreased slope of the force extension curve and may 
indicate non-elastic behavior. Interestingly, the coupling between extension and untwisting 
remains linear also beyond the critical force. Within the Hookean regime, a spring constant 
of ~27200 pN/nm (red line in Fig. S10B) is observed. 
The large untwisting motion beyond L=5.05 nm is unexpected because non-equilibrium 
relaxation would likely make the untwisting lag behind its equilibrium pathway (dashed 
curve in Fig. S10A), in contrast to the observed increased slope. Note, however, that this 
additional untwisting is solely due to structural re-arrangements of the bottom region of the 
connector, which is not subjected to the pulling force (cf. inset in Fig. S10A). Indeed, the 
untwisting motion of the middle region alone displays linear coupling up to full extension 




(see red line Fig. S11A). It remains to be tested whether or not this linear pathway 
resembles the equilibrium path.  
In a second set of FP simulations (FP-3 and FP-4), the connector was twisted and untwisted 
by applying a torque (see Methods Section), and the required torque as well as the length 
change as a function of twist angle was monitored (blue symbols, Figs. S10A and C). Beyond 
the equilibrium fluctuations, the connector twist angle θ changed linearly with length L by 
27.9°/nm, markedly larger than that calculated from equilibrium fluctuations (Table S6). By 
exceeding an untwisting of 70o the structure started to break down. The torque-angle curve 
(blue line, Fig. S10C) is Hookean between 75o and 78o, with a torsional spring constant of 
~3500 pN nm/o. 
In all of the above simulations (FP-1 to FP-4), the obtained stretching and torsional spring 
constants were larger than those derived from equilibrium simulations. We assume this 
discrepancies to be caused by non-equilibrium effects in force probe simulations, which are 
absent in equilibrium simulations. Specifically, during the relatively short time of about ten 
nanoseconds for each simulation, relaxation is likely to be incomplete for several of the 
internal degrees of freedom of the connector, as previously described and quantified in 
terms of a two-dimensional time-dependent transition state theory also for the connector 
(16). In this scenario, as a result of this incomplete relaxation, the twist angle θ should ‘lag 
behind’ (i.e., larger θ values) a fully equilibrated pathway along the minimum (‘valley’) of 
the underlying untwisting-stretching free energy landscape. Vice versa, when untwisting the 
connector (blue symbols, Fig. S10A), the length expansion is expected to lag behind, which 
explains why this untwisting-stretching curve falls below that of the stretching simulations. 
Accordingly, the equilibrium pathway is expected in between these two extremes.  
We tested this hypothesis by performing several relaxation simulations, starting from 
different points along the stretching and untwisting simulations, in which the pulling force 
or torque, respectively, was removed. If relaxation effects dominate the observed 
differences between stretching and untwisting, one would expect the relaxation trajectories 
to deviate from the force probe trajectories and to converge towards their common 
equilibrium pathway. Indeed, Fig. S12 clearly shows such convergence.  Both twist angle and 
length changed rapidly towards an intermediate pathway, and almost reach an equilibrium 
region within ca. 10 to 20 ns. Notably, the slope of the converged line is larger than that of 
the equilibrium coupling, which suggests that the coupling mechanism between length 
change and untwisting outside the equilibrium region differs from that in thermal 
equilibrium.  
To approximate this equilibrium path, which will also be used for subsequent deformation 
free energy calculations, two further force probe simulations (FP-5 and FP-6) were 
performed in which both stretching forces and torque were applied simultaneously. Because 
the above relaxation simulations suggest that the equilibrium path is located approximately 




right in between the paths probed by simulations FP 1-2 and 3-4, respectively, the same 
ratio between pulling and rotation speed was chosen here. To allow for more complete 
relaxation, a ten times reduced pulling force and torque rate (Table S2) was used. 
The obtained length and twist angle changes are shown in Fig. S10A (green symbol). As 
expected, the resulting deformation pathway falls right in between the paths obtained in the 
stretching-only, untwisting-only and relaxation simulations. As an example, movie S1 shows 
an animation of trajectory FP-6. Linear coupling is observed, with a coupling coefficient of 
18°/nm throughout the whole stretching/untwisting process (green line in Fig. S10A). Also 
in these simulations, structural break-down occurred at L = 5.15 nm (shown in movie S2). 
No linear coupling between compressions and twisting is observed; rather, the twist angle 
saturates at 79.5° during compression. Within the regime of equilibrium fluctuations, 
Hookean behavior of both the stretching and untwist is observed (Figs. S10B and C, green 
symbols), with stretching and torsional spring constants similar (Table S6) to those 
obtained from simulations FP-1/2 and FP-3/4, respectively. For extensions exceeding 5.0 
nm length and twist angle below 76°, respectively, non-Hookean behavior sets in. 
Remarkably, the change of the connector’s mechanical properties is very abrupt at this 
critical deformation, with no additional torque being required for further large connector 
untwisting. 
To test whether the observed non-Hookean behavior also implies non-elastic behavior for 
both the untwisting-stretching motion as well as the observed structural break-down, we 
have carried out further relaxation simulations (see methods section), starting from non-
equilibrium conformations extracted from simulations FP-5 and FP-6 at lengths L of 4.75, 
5.1, and 5.3 nm, respectively (the corresponding structures are shown in Fig. S3). Figure 
S13A shows the obtained relaxation motions in terms of both length L and twist angle θ 
during the final part of the restrained simulation (left of the dashed line) and after removal 
of the restraining potential (right of dashed line). The equilibrium values are regained in all 
three simulations. Even the extreme non-Hookean deformation of up to L = 5.3 nm length 
approaches the equilibrium value after 100 ns, despite the structural deformations shown in 
Fig. S3C (shaded box) and Movie S2, which demonstrates that the connector is able to 
recover its equilibrium structure even after structural break down. As can be seen in Figs. 
S13B and C, all three relaxation trajectories remain close to the untwisting/stretching paths 
of simulations FP-5 and FP-6, which underscores that these simulations remained close to 
the ‘valley’ of minimal perturbation.  
Overall, deformations within the range of L = 4.70-5.3 nm and θ = 70°-79.5° seem to be fully 
elastic, and the twisting-untwisting motion is linearly coupled to the compression-stretching 
motion within this elastic range. The obtained coupling of 18°/nm is remarkably close to the 
coupling of 17.6°/nm required in the untwist-twist DNA packaging model proposed by 
Simpson et al. (17). We therefore asked next if also the other elastic and energetic 
properties of the connector are compatible with this model. 





Table S1: Heating-cooling cycles performed in SA MD simulations. The connector loops were heated up 
and cooled down consecutively 40 times during 10 ns of MD simulations. Each cycle consisted of 252 ps 













300 20 20 600 20 162 
300-600 2 22 600-500 2 164 
600 22 44 500 20 184 
600-1000 2 46 500-450 2 186 
1000 50 96 450 20 206 
1000-800 2 98 450-400 2 208 
800 20 118 400 20 228 
800-700 2 120 400-350 2 230 
700 20 140 350 20 250 
700-600 2 142 350-300 2 252 
 
Table S2: Force rates and torque/force constants applied in FP simulations. Corresponding simulation 
names are used throughout the main article and the supplementary text. 
Name Force probe simulations 
(along motion type) 






FP-1 Compression*   0.010  100 
FP-2 Stretching*   0.010  100 
FP-3 Twisting*  0.0040  500  
FP-4 Untwisting*  0.0040  500  
FP-5 Twisting and compression 0.0004 0.001 500 100 
FP-6 Untwisting and stretching 0.0004 0.001 500 100 











Table S3: Details of compression-stretching umbrella sampling simulations. The simulation type from 
which the reference starting conformation for each sampling window was extracted is denoted 
accordingly. The frame time corresponds to the time of the reference simulation from which the reference 
structure was taken. The relaxation simulations Relax-1, Relax-2, Relax-3, and Relax-4 were performed 








coordinate, Lm (nm) 
Force constant 
[ kJ/(mol nm2) ] 
1 Relax-3 3300 2.725 2500 
2 Equilibrium 107000 2.750 500 
3 Equilibrium 74200 2.800 500 
4 Relax-1 16940 2.850 2500 
5 Relax-1 4460 2.876 5000 
6 Relax-2 16420 2.900 7500 
7 Relax-2 8000 2.950 7500 
8 Relax-2 5320 2.997 10000 
9 Relax-2 4720 3.025 15000 
10 Relax-2 4580 3.052 15000 
11 Relax-4 5200 3.075 17500 
12 Relax-4 5140 3.100 20000 
13 Relax-4 5060 3.125 20000 



















Table S4: Details of twisting-untwisting umbrella sampling simulations. The simulation type from which 
the reference starting conformation for each sampling window was extracted is denoted accordingly. The 











[ kJ/(mol.nm2) ] 
1 FP-6 24700 29.55 10000 
2 FP-6 24090 30.02 7500 
3 FP-6 22880 30.50 6000 
4 FP-6 21570 31.01 5000 
5 FP-6 18520 31.57 5000 
6 FP-6 18310 32.02 2500 
7 FP-6 12522 32.44 2500 
8 FP-6 11362 33.13 1000 
9 FP-6 8772 33.45 500 
10 FP-6 7042 33.90 500 
11 FP-5 1576 34.50 1000 
12 FP-5 5566 35.00 6500 
13 FP-5 9748 35.50 6500 
14 FP-5 11030 36.00 10000 
 
  




Table S5: Dimensions of the connector and its middle region used to calculate the Young’s modulus of 
elasticity. Values were obtained from equilibrium MD simulations using Eq. 4. Notations are in accordance 
with labels used in the truncated cone sketch shown in Fig. S6. Given error represents the SE obtained 































Table S6: Mechanical properties of the whole connector and its middle region. Equilibrium mechanical 
properties were obtained using Eq. 2. Best-fit lines within the linear regime are depicted in Figs. S10B, 
S10C, S11B and S11C. Couplings between untwisting-stretching motions were obtained in a similar 
manner and are shown in Figs. 2, S10A and S11A. 
Simulation 
type 
Connector region Kθ   
[ (pN nm)/Deg2 ] 
KL   
[ pN/nm ] 
Kc   
[ pN/Deg]  
Coupling 
(Deg/nm) 
Equilibrium Whole connector 1347 3073 2715 2.0 
Middle region 3374 24109 14848 4.4 
FP 1 and 2  Whole connector  27204  2.0 and 13.5 
Middle region  33437  4.2 
FP 3 and 4 Whole connector 3558   27.9 
Middle region 3404   51.3 
FP 5 and 6 Whole connector 3033 27747  18.1 














Figure S1: Crystal structure of the connector in top view. (A) Red spheres denote the location of the 




Figure S2: Refinement of the connector loops. (A) Plane of projection between first and second principal 
components (PC1 and PC2) obtained after performing PCA on the SA MD trajectories (squares). Five high 
temperature conformations A, B, C, D, and E (red circles) were selected from the projection plane and 
cooled down to 300 K. Dense clusters (blue symbols) labeled with A’, B’, C’, D’, and E’ were obtained after 
cooling. (B) The structures of these five clusters (blue symbols) were compared by computing RMSDs of 
Cα atoms with reference to the starting loop structure models. (C) Comparison of modeled (blue) and 
refined loops (red) interacting with the DNA in the channel center. 





Figure S3: Starting non-equilibrium conformations used to characterize relaxation behaviors. Three non-
equilibrium connector conformations of (A) 4.72 nm, (B) 5.1 nm, and (C) 5.3 nm length were selected for 
relaxation simulations. Region of structural deformations is shown as shaded area.  
 
Figure S4: Collected histograms from compression-stretching umbrella sampling simulations. These 
histograms show the population of connector conformations along the reaction coordinate Lm during 
umbrella sampling simulations and were used to calculate the deformation free energy using WHAM (19-
21). 





Figure S5: Torsional harmonic constants and collected histograms from twisting-untwisting umbrella 
sampling simulations. The group of atoms was harmonically restraint by applying a tangential harmonic 
force constant (kJ mol-1 nm-2) during umbrella sampling simulations (15). Colors represent different 
sampling windows. The torsional harmonic force constants (kJ mol-1  deg-2) were calculated from best line 
fits of the torque-twist angle values and were used to derive the deformation free energies for twisting-
untwisting motions using WHAM (19-21). (A) Torque with respect to the twist angle θm during umbrella 
sampling simulations. Colored lines are the best fit lines of the respective sampling window. (B) Collected 
histograms showing the population of connector conformations along the reaction coordinate omθ  from 




Figure S6: Geometrical characterization of the truncated hollow cone model used for calculating the 
Young’s modulus of elasticity. The sketch shows the truncated hollow cone of length L, where Da and da 
denote the narrow end exterior and interior diameter, respectively; Db and db denote the wide end 
exterior and interior diameter, respectively. Equation 4 was derived on the basis of this model by 
assuming that the force F is acting in arrow direction.  





Figure S7: Root Mean Square Deviations of the connector from equilibrium simulations. RMSDs were 
calculated for Cα atoms of the connector with reference to the X-ray crystal structure (PDB ID: 1H5W).  
 
Figure S8: Deviations in twist angle during equilibrium simulations. During MD simulations, the twist 
angle of the connector deviated by 3.5° with respect to the crystal structure (PDB ID: 1H5W). The bottom 
connector region rotated with respect to the remaining part of the connector during the first 10 ns of the 
simulation. The grey box highlights the bottom region of four subunits that are depicted as colored 
cartoon representations. Residues E179 and K172 (space-fill) are mostly responsible for tilting of 
encasing α-helix.  
 
Figure S9: Convergence in the Young’s modulus during the simulations. Both the time-blocks (black dots) 
as well as average (blue line) values of the Young’s moduli with respect to the time are shown for (A) the 
whole connector and (B) the middle region. The moduli were calculated using Eq. 4 and, the required 
average of the dimensions (Fig. S6) over time and the stretching spring constant were obtained from non-
overlapping time-blocks of the MD trajectory. The obtained modulus from each block is shown as a black 
dot. The average Young’s modulus over the respective block size is shown as a blue solid line.  





Figure S10: Elastic properties of the whole connector derived from force probe (FP) simulations; 
fluctuating instantaneous lengths and twist angles are shown as small dots, solid symbols represent 
averages over intervals in x-direction. The insets indicate pulling forces (Fpull) and torques (Frotation) 
applied for different simulation sets FP-1/2 (red arrow), FP-3/4 (blue arrow), and FP-5/6 (green arrows) 
referred to in the text. (A) Enforced length change and/or twist: change in twist angle θ during enforced 
change of length L (red), length change during enforced twist/untwist (blue), twist angle and length 
change during simultaneous enforced twisting-compression and untwisting-stretching (green). The 
coupling between compression-stretching and untwisting-twisting motions during FP-1/2 (red line), FP-
3/4 (blue line), and FP-5/6 (green line) is compared to the coupling (black dashed line) and the fluctuation 
range (black ellipse) obtained from equilibrium simulations. (B, C) Same data and coloring as (A), shown 
with applied force and torque and linear least square fits to the respective linear regime (lines). In (C), the 
black circle denotes the initial twist angle.  
 
  





Figure S11: Elastic properties of the middle region derived from FP simulations; fluctuating instantaneous 
lengths and twist angles are shown as small dots, solid symbols represent averages over intervals in x-
direction. Insets indicate applied pulling forces (Fpull) and torques (Frotation) used in different simulation 
sets FP-1/2 (red arrow), FP-3/4 (blue arrow), and FP-5/6 (green arrows), as listed in Table S2. (A) 
Enforced length change and/or twist: change in twist angle θ during enforced change of length L (red), 
length change during enforced twist/untwist (blue), twist angle and length change during simultaneous 
enforced twisting-compression and untwisting-stretching (green). The coupling between compression-
stretching and untwisting-twisting motions during FP-1/2 (red line), FP-3/4 (blue line), and FP-5/6 
(green line) is compared to the coupling (black dashed line) and the fluctuation range (black ellipse) 
obtained from equilibrium simulations. (B, C) Same data and coloring as (A), shown with applied force or 
torque and linear least square fits to the respective linear regime (lines). 
 
Figure S12: Convergence of relaxation paths towards an equilibrium. The comparison of relaxation paths 
(colored lines) with the obtained paths from enforced untwisting-only (blue dots) and stretching-only (red 
dots) motions for the (A) whole connector and (B) the middle region. Black dots denote starting non-
equilibrium conformations taken from stretching simulation FP-2 (red dots) and untwisting simulation 
FP-4 (blue dots). To compare with equilibrium simulations, the range of fluctuations is denoted as black 
ellipse. Untwisting-stretching coupling is given by the slope of the best-fit line (black dashed line).  





Figure S13: Reversible recovery of the equilibrium conformation. For three deformed connector 
structures with L=4.72, 5.1, and 5.3 nm (Figs. S3A-C), selected from simulations FP-5/6, their relaxation 
behavior (purple, magenta, and light brown dots) are illustrated. (A) The relaxation of connector’s twist 
angle and length along the time towards the equilibrium structure (horizontal dashed lines) was observed 
for 120 ns (note the logarithmic scale). At 4.4 ns (vertical dashed black line) the restraint force was 
removed for complete relaxation. Relaxation pathways for (B) the whole connector and (C) the middle 
region towards the equilibrium structural fluctuations (black ellipse). Also, the comparisons of the 
relaxation paths with the obtained paths (green symbols and line) of untwisting-stretching motions from 
the same simulation set are shown.  The coupling between compression-stretching and twisting-
untwisting motions during FP-5/6 (green line) is compared to the coupling (black dashed line) obtained 
from the equilibrium simulations. 
 
 
Figure S14: Free energy landscape from equilibrium fluctuations. The free energy of deformations for 
twisting-untwisting and compression-stretching motions was computed from equilibrium simulations 
under harmonic approximation of the energy landscape. The free energy (kJ/mol) was calculated from the 
probability density using the following equation )],(ln[),( LpTkLG B θθ −=  , where θ  denotes the 
twist angle, L the length of the connector, kB the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature, respectively. 
The landscape was extrapolated beyond the equilibrium region to test the proposed untwist-twist DNA 
packaging mechanism. 





Figure S15: Convergence of deformation paths in umbrella sampling simulations. The pathways of 
untwisting-stretching motions were obtained from compression-stretching (red squares) and twisting-
untwisting (black circles) umbrella sampling simulations and are compared to each other and to force 
probe simulation FP-6 (green asterisks) for (A) the whole connector and (B) the middle region.  
 
 
Figure S16: Deformation dependent changes in hydrophobic solvent accessible surface areas (SASAs) of 
the middle connector region derived from umbrella sampling simulations. Change in hydrophobic SASAs 
during (A) untwisting-stretching (twist angle θm) and (B) compression-stretching (length Lm) 
deformations. Hydrophobic SASAs were used to calculate the respective free energy. Error bars represent 
SE obtained from boot-strapping. 
 





Figure S17: Residue packing dependent changes in interaction energies between deformed subunits of the 
middle connector region derived from umbrella sampling simulations. Fluctuating instantaneous 
interaction energies are shown as small dots; solid symbols represent averages over intervals in x-
direction. Calculated van der Waals (green circles) and electrostatic (red triangles) interaction energies 
with respect to the deformation in (A) twist angle θm and (B) length Lm are depicted.  
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Role of the Connector 


























In the previous chapter, the untwist-twist DNA packaging model was examined, and the 
simulation results render this model unlikely. Two additional models, the one-way 
revolution and push-roll models are examined in this chapter. There are several following 
open questions concerning the connector (Fig. 5.1) and its proposed role in the DNA 
packaging mechanism, which is discussed in the two models. To address these questions, I 
performed several equilibrium (3x370 ns and 3x110ns) and force-probe MD simulations 
(12x32 ns and 12x120 ns) of the connector-DNA complex, and subsequently, analyzed the 
obtained trajectories. The starting structure of the connector-DNA complex, which was used 
for the simulations, is shown in Fig. 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1: The connector-DNA complex with the viral procapsid. (A) Location of the connector with its 
five regions (magenta, green, blue, red and brown) in the procapsid (grey). The DNA (yellow) is present 
inside the connector channel. The connector’s upper region (magenta) is inside the procapsid. The loop 
(green), middle (blue), hinge (red) and bottom (brown) regions form a channel, which contains the viral 
DNA (yellow).  (B) Enlarged view of the connector with five regions and the DNA. 
Both one-way revolution and push-role models were proposed by considering the crystal 
structure of the connector and B-form DNA helix. The structure of the connector with the 
DNA is not yet resolved and impact of the DNA on the connector structure and vice versa is 
not known. The bound connector-DNA structure may change with respect to the available 
structures because of the potential interactions, and eventually packaging models could be 
affected by these structural deviations. Therefore, first question I addressed here, what is 
the impact of the DNA on the connector structure and vice versa during the DNA packaging 
process? One-way revolution model proposes that the connector acts as a one-way valve 
and prevents the DNA leakage under high internal pressure. Here the question arises, how 
does the connector prevent the DNA leakage during the packaging process against a large 
counter pressure? 




Also, do the four electropositive channel lysine rings (Figs. 1.7D and 5.2) facilitate the 
experimentally observed DNA transport of ~2.5 base-pairs per step (15) as proposed in the 
one-way revolution model? Further, the one-way-revolution model assumes DNA revolution 
while the push-roll model assumes DNA rolling. Is there a sufficient gap between the 
connector channel and the DNA helix to facilitate either the DNA revolution or rolling during 
the packaging process?  
 
Figure 5.2: Five electropositive residues of the connector channel (grey) with the DNA (yellow). Three 
residues, K234 (blue), K235 (red) and R237 (green) are part of the loop region and two residues K200 
and K209 form rings inside the channel. Only four opposite subunits of the connector are shown for the 
visibility. 
Furthermore, in the previous chapter, the connector’s elastic properties were determined in 
the absence of the DNA. How does the DNA influence the elastic properties of the connector? 
5.2. Methods 
5.2.1. Equilibrium MD simulations 
The refined connector-DNA complex was used to start equilibrium MD simulations. The 
complex was solvated with 253 571 water molecules in a dodecahedron box, excess charge 
was neutralized by counter-ions, and ionic strength was adjusted to 0.150 M NaCl, which 
was equivalent to 815 and 740 sodium and chloride ions, respectively. The total number of 
atoms in the prepared molecular system was 822 519 atoms. Similarly, a starting structure 
of the free DNA was prepared in a dodecahedron box, and the final molecular system 
consisted of 834 668 atoms that include 276 386 water molecules, 874 sodium and 756 
chloride ions. 
Subsequently, both molecular systems were energy-minimized to remove bad contacts 
between the atoms. Then, systems were heated from 0 to 300 K in 100 ps constant volume 
simulations. In the heating simulations, all heavy atoms were restrained at the starting 




positions with a force constant of 1000 kJ⋅mol-1⋅nm-2 while water molecules were allowed to 
move freely. In the next phase of simulations, the force constant was gradually reduced to 
100 kJ⋅mol-1⋅nm-2 during a 750 ps NPT simulation, in which a constant 300 K temperature 
and 1 atm pressure were maintained. The position restraints were gradually removed in 
subsequent 750 ps NPT simulation. In these three simulations, pressure and temperature 
were regulated by Berendsen pressure and temperature coupling, respectively.  
Subsequently, a total of 3x370 ns (referred to as SimA, SimB and SimC in the subsequent 
text) and 3x130 ns of equilibrium simulations were carried out for the connector-DNA 
complex and free DNA, respectively with 4 fs time-step. The temperature and pressure were 
maintained at 300 K and 1 atm by v-rescale (102) and Parrinello-Rahman (103) algorithms, 
respectively. The coupling time constant for temperature and pressure were kept at 0.1 and 
1 ps, respectively. 
For all simulations, GROMACS 4.5.x package (98) was used, and a maximum speed of ~2.8 
ns/day was obtained on 64 processors of the Intel Xeon “Harpertown”. AMBER ff99SB (99) 
and ParmBSC0 (100) force fields were used for the connector and the DNA, respectively. 
The force field parameters for water molecules were taken from the TIP3P model (104). 
Short range electrostatic and van der Waals interactions were computed for atom pairs that 
fall within the cut-off distance of 14 Å. The PME method with 1.2 Å grid spacing and fourth 
order cubic interpolation was used to compute long range electrostatic interactions (76). All 
bonds were constrained using a parallel LINCS algorithm with sixth order expansion of the 
constraint coupling matrix (81, 82). VMD was used to visualize molecules in the obtained 
MD trajectories (105). 
5.2.2. Force-probe simulations 
To perform force-probe simulations, three conformations of the connector-DNA complex 
were extracted at 213.3, 308.9 and 212.9 ns time from the three trajectories SimA, SimB and 
SimC, respectively. Subsequently, as shown in Fig. 5.3, two virtual non-interacting particles 
were placed above and below to the principal channel axis outside the connector. These two 
particles were used as reference positions to pull or push the DNA through the channel.  
For all the following force-probe simulations, three starting molecular systems were 
prepared from three extracted connector-DNA complexes by the similar procedure, which is 
above described for the equilibrium MD simulations. Subsequently, heating and 
equilibrations simulations were performed and further these three equilibrated molecular 
systems were taken for the force-probe simulations. The settings for the force-probe 
simulations were similar to those of the equilibrium MD simulations. To prevent the 
translational and rotational motions of the connector with the reference particles, C-alpha 
atoms of two opposite helices and reference particles were restrained at starting positions 
with a force-constant of 10,000 kJ⋅mol-1⋅nm-2. The positions of reference particles and two 




helices are illustrated in Fig 5.3. During the equilibrium simulations, these two helices were 
observed to be most rigid of the 36 helices in the middle region. Therefore, these were 
assumed to be rigid even during the force-probe simulations.  
 
Figure 5.3: Two types of force-probe simulations that were performed to move DNA (green) through 
the connector channel (blue). Brown spheres depict the location of reference virtual particles. Red 
spheres represent C-alpha atoms, which were restrained during simulations to restrict translational 
and rotational motion of the connector. (A) Center of mass (magenta sphere) of one base-step was 
pulled toward upper virtual particles with a “virtual” spring (brown). (B) Center of masses (magenta 
spheres) of 32 base-steps were pulled simultaneously toward upper and bottom virtual particle with 
“virtual” springs. 
Two types of force-probe simulations were performed to pull or push the DNA through the 
connector channel. In the first category of force-probe simulations (illustrated in Fig 5.3A), 
the center of mass of two base-pairs was pulled by 0.015 m⋅s-1 along the channel-axis with a 
virtual “spring” of force-constant 500 kJ.mol-1.nm-2 in a direction to the upper reference 
particle. Three force-probe simulations were performed for 3x170 ns by using the three 
different structures that were prepared as discussed in the previous paragraphs.  
In the second category of force-probe simulations (Fig 5.3B), 32 virtual “springs” of force-
constant 50 kJ⋅mol-1⋅nm-2 were attached to centers of mass of the 32 base-steps and pulled 
or pushed toward the reference particles by rates of 0.15 and 0.015 m⋅s-1. This scheme was 
used by assuming that the forces were uniformly applied on the DNA helix during the 
simulations. Additionally, similar force-probe simulations were performed for the 
connector-DNA complex with three mutations K234A, K235A and R237A to compare the 
required force to pull or push the DNA through the wild-type and mutated channel. The 
three mutant connector-DNA complexes were first equilibrated for ~32 ns, and 
subsequently force-probe simulations were carried out using the equilibrated molecular 
systems. A total of 2x2x3x~20ns (0.15 m⋅s-1) and 2x2x3x~80ns (0.015 m⋅s-1) simulations 
were performed, these involved pulling and pushing of the DNA at two different rates 
through three wild-type and mutant connector-DNA complexes. 




5.3. Results and Discussion 
5.3.1. The equilibration of the Connector-DNA complex 
To test the proposed DNA packaging models, three independent equilibrium simulations, 
SimA, SimB and SimC were carried out on the connector-DNA complex by using identical 
settings. Although, the loops refinement process allowed to model the interactions at the 
loop region of the connector, interactions were still missing in the remaining channel 
regions due to the applied restraints (Fig. 5.1B). To monitor the potential change in the 
structure of the connector-DNA complex because of these missing interactions, its structural 
equilibration was studied during SimA, SimB, and SimC simulations. Further, interaction 
between the connector and the DNA was monitored to study the energetic equilibration 
during these simulations. The structural and energetic equilibration was quantified by the 
variation in RMSD and interaction energies, respectively along the simulation time (linear 
and logarithmic scale) as shown in Figs. 5.4.  
 
Figure 5.4: RMSDs and interaction energies during three equilibrium simulations SimA (red), SimB 
(green) and SimC (blue). Variations in RMSD with respect to logarithmic and linear time are shown for 
(A-B) the whole connector, (C-D) the channel, (E-F) the loop-DNA region, and (G-H) the DNA. 
Variations in (I-J) electrostatic and (K-L) van der Waals interaction energy between the connector and 
the DNA with respect to the logarithmic and the linear time are shown. Vertical line represents 50 ns 
time of simulations in all plots. 
As seen in Figure 5.4A−B, the whole connector’s RMSD rapidly increases to maximum 0.24 
nm during initial 50 ns and subsequently, remains less than 0.27 nm during all three 
simulations. Similarly, the RMSD of the channel comprising middle, hinge and bottom 




regions rapidly increases to a maximum of 0.18 nm during the first 50 ns and subsequently, 
remains less than 0.2 nm (Fig. 5.4C−D). The RMSD of the loop-DNA region fluctuates around 
values of 0.3, 0.38, and 0.42 nm after a gradual increase during the initial ~120 ns of SimA, 
SimB and SimC simulations (Fig. 5.4E−F), respectively. The RMSD of the DNA fluctuates in a 
range of 1.0 to 2.0 nm after a sharp increase during the initial 10 ns (Fig. 5.4G−H). Such a 
large RMSD arises from the large structural changes in the DNA with respect to the starting 
B-form structure.  
These results show that the whole connector and its channel region sharply deviate from the 
starting structure during the first 50 ns, and subsequently, the rate of deviations was 
markedly slowed down. During the next 320 ns of the simulations, the obtained maximum 
RMSD of 0.27 and 0.2 nm for the whole connector and the channel structure, respectively 
suggest a quite small structural deviation for such a large structure. The loop-DNA 
structures diverged (0.3 to 0.42 nm) from its earlier refined conformation during the three 
simulations. However, its conformation is not crucial for the packaging process because of 
the extreme flexibility of the loops.  
Next, to monitor the variation in the interaction between the connector and the DNA, I 
calculated the electrostatic (Fig. 5.4I−J) and van der Waals (Fig. 5.4K−L) interaction energies 
between the connector and the DNA during the three simulations. After rapid decrease in 
energies during the initial ~50 ns, the electrostatic and van der Waals energies either slowly 
decreased or fluctuated in ranges of -6000 to -4500 and -1100 to -700 kJ⋅mol-1, respectively. 
The obtained energy values suggest that the DNA interacts with the connector primarily 
through the attractive electrostatic forces. 
Overall, for the channel region, which is crucial for DNA packaging, the obtained RMSDs 
were quite small. Additionally, the interactions between DNA and connector were 
strengthened during the respective simulations (Figs. 5.4J and L). The simulations is 
considered to be nearly equilibrated to study the DNA packaging models because of the very 
small structural changes and strong interactions between the connector and the DNA during 
the last 320 ns. Therefore, all subsequent analyses were done using the last 320 ns MD 
trajectories and the initial 50 ns were discarded. 
5.3.2. Impact of the DNA on the connector 
The impact of the DNA on the connector structure during the packaging process is not 
known at the molecular level and not even a single crystal structure with the DNA is 
available. Further, in the available cryo-EM density maps, the connector’s bottom region 
appears to be deviating from its crystal structure after completion of the DNA packaging (3). 
Moreover, the one-way revolution model requires a particular arrangement of four 
electropositive lysine rings that are present in the channel lumen. The proposed 
arrangement based on the crystal structure may change in the presence of the DNA. To 




study the potential structural changes in the connector, I calculated two structural 
descriptors, twist angle and length of whole connector (as discussed in Figs. 1C and D of the 
previous chapter) that quantify untwisting-twisting and stretching-compression motions, 
respectively. Additionally, previous studies suggested that the middle region is one of the 
stiffest protein regions (106), and to study the DNA’s impact on this region, these 
descriptors were calculated for this region also.  
 
Figure 5.5: Twist angle and length fluctuation analysis. (A) 
Twist angle and length of the whole connector (grey dots). 
Square dot shows a value, which is obtained from X-ray crystal 
structure. Contour lines illustrate joint probability densities 
for angle and length. (B) Twist angle and length of the 
connector’s middle region (grey dots). Contour lines with a 
spacing of 5 deg-1nm-1 show joint probability densities for 
angle and length. Dashed straight line shows the coupling 
between twist angle and length. 
  
Figure 5.6: Deviations in whole 
connector’s twist angle (red, 
green and blue dots) with 
respect to crystal structure 
value (magenta line) during 
initial 120 ns of the three 
simulations. Note that the time 
is shown in logarithmic scale. 
For the whole connector, fluctuations in its twist angle were calculated as a function of its 
length (Fig. 5.5A). As seen in Fig. 5.5A. a bimodal distribution was obtained instead of the 
single-peak distribution previously obtained for the connector without the DNA (106). This 
bimodality is only observed for the twist angle. For further analysis, the change in twist 
angle with the simulation time is plotted and shown in Fig. 5.6. The twist angle changes by 
2.3° from the starting crystal structure’s value of 74.2° during the first 25 ns (Fig. 5.6) as 
previously observed during the simulations of the connector without the DNA (chapter 4). 
However, after 180 ns of the SimA simulation, the connector’s twist angle recovered to 
~74.5°, and remains within the range of 74° to 75° during course of the subsequent 
simulation (Fig. 5.6). The observed bimodal distribution (Fig. 5.5A) was caused by this 
recovery of twist angle during the SimA simulation. This result suggests that the connector 
untwists and recovers its starting twist angle value in the presence of the DNA.  
Further as seen in Fig. 5.5A, the obtained fluctuations in the length of the whole connector 
are similar to the previously observed for the connector without the DNA (106). This result 
suggests that the DNA did not affect the length of the whole connector (Fig. 5.5A). Next, 
fluctuations in twist angle and length of the middle region were calculated, and the obtained 
distribution is presented in Fig. 5.5B. The middle region’s angle and length are comparable 




in presence and absence of the DNA (106). Therefore, this region was unaffected by the DNA 
during the simulations. 
The above results show that the whole connector’s twist angle regains its starting value in 
the course of one simulation. However, the two descriptors twist angle and length are not 
sufficient to capture the full conformational fluctuations of the connector. Consequently, the 
observed change in twist angle may not correspond to full recovery of the crystal’s 
conformation during the simulations. To probe and characterize the conformational 
fluctuations during simulations, PCA was performed on the middle and the bottom 
connector regions with reference to the two most rigid helices of the middle region 
(Fig. 5.1). For the middle region, projections of the first two principal components (PC) that 
capture the largest conformational fluctuations were calculated for the free and the bound 
connector. These fluctuations are compared in Fig. 5.7A.  
As shown in Fig. 5.7A, the middle region conformations were similar in presence and 
absence of the DNA during the SimB simulation, and differ along PC-1 and PC-2 during the 
SimA and SimC simulations, respectively. Further, to compare these deviations, three 
average structures were obtained from the filtered trajectories containing conformational 
fluctuations along PC-1 and PC-2 (Fig. 5.7B). These average structures appear well aligned 
to each other upon visual inspection. The pair-wise RMSDs between the three structures 
were further calculated to quantify this alignment (Table 5.1). The obtained RMSD values 
are less than 0.8 Å implying that the observed conformational deviations are rather 
minuscule (Table 5.1).  
Similarly, for the bottom region, projections of the first two PCs were calculated for the free 
and bound connectors and compared to each other (Figure 5.7C). As seen in Figure 5.7C, the 
bottom region’s conformations were similar to each other in presence and absence of the 
DNA with the exception of PC-1 during the SimA simulation. To compare structural 
deviations, three average structures were obtained from the three trajectories that were 
filtered for PC-1 and PC-2 (Fig. 5.7D). These structures appeared to be aligned to each other 
except for the six subunits during SimA simulation. Further, pair-wise RMSDs were 
calculated for these structures (Table 5.1). A very small RMSD of 0.3 Å was obtained 
between the average structure of the SimB and SimC simulations. In contrast, the RMSD of 
SimA with respect to SimB and SimC are comparatively large (2.2 and 2.1 Å, respectively).  
These results show that the conformation of the bottom region deviated from its crystal 
structure despite the above observed recovery of the twist angle during the SimA 
simulations (Fig. 5.6). The angle was recovered by the slight shift in the subunits’ centers of 
mass used to calculate the angle. In summary, the conformations of the both middle and 
bottom regions were independent of the DNA in two out of three simulations. 





Figure 5.7: Comparison of conformational sampling during three and one equilibrium simulations of the 
connector with (red, green and blue) and without (black) the DNA, respectively using principal 
component analysis. For reference, projections for the crystal structure (magenta triangle) are also 
shown. (A) Two-dimensional projection of first and second PCs that are obtained for the connector’s 
middle region. (B) Illustrations of the middle region’s average conformations that were obtained from 
respective three trajectories after filtering for first and second PCs. (C) Projection plane for the 
connector’s bottom region. (D) Illustrations of the bottom region’s average conformations that were 
obtained from respective three trajectories after filtering for first and second PCs. 
The structural deviation in the middle region is quite small in presence of the DNA 
(Table 5.1). In contrast, the conformations of the bottom region change from the x-ray 
structures in the presence of the DNA. However, note that simulations were carried out in 
the absence of other motor components, the pRNA and the ATPase, which may also affect 
conformational flexibility of the bottom region. These results corroborate the observations 
from cryo-EM experiments that the structure of the bottom region significantly changes 
after the completion of the DNA packaging process (3). Overall, the connector’s middle 
region is hardly affected, and the bottom region’s conformations may change in the presence 
of the DNA. 




Table 5.1: RMSD in Å between the average structures of the middle and the 
bottom regions, which are shown in Figs. 5.7 B and D. 
 SimA SimB SimC 
 
SimA 









SimB 2.2  0.4 
SimC 2.1 0.3  
 Bottom region  
   
5.3.3. Deformation in the DNA on its confinement in the channel  
The one-way revolution and push-roll models proposed the presence of a B-form DNA as a 
straight double helix inside the connector channel (13, 34, 50). The DNA helix may deform 
because of its confinement in the channel, which contains several charged and polar 
residues. Moreover, the external forces generated by either the ATPase or the internal 
pressure may deform the DNA during the DNA packaging process. Indeed, the average 
atomic density maps which were obtained from the three equilibrium simulations suggest a 
considerable DNA deformation (Fig. 5.8). To characterize the structural deformation in the 
DNA in the presence and the absence of external force, I calculated deviations in base-step 
descriptors of the confined DNA with respect to its free-form structure.  These descriptors 
include helical-rise, helical-twist, inclination and X-displacement that quantify helical length, 
helical twisting, helical bending and local helical displacement, respectively (107, 108). 
 
Figure 5.8: Average atomic densities of the connector (five colors except yellow and grey) with the DNA 
(yellow) and ions (grey) from three independent simulations, (A) SimA, (B) SimB and (C) SimC. The five 
colors of the connector correspond to the five regions as described in the Fig. 5.1B. 
In the absence of an external force (equilibrium simulations), the obtained deviations in the 
descriptors along the channel-axis are shown in Fig. 5.9. The figure also depicts locations of 
different connector regions along the channel-axis such as the loop region denoted by 




“LOOP” (green) is in a range of −40 to 0 Å. The bottom region indicated by the positions of 
D194-E197-K200 residues is in a range of 20 to 40 Å. As seen in Fig. 5.9, all four descriptors 
deviated locally with respect to those of the free DNA at the loop and the bottom regions. 
The helical-twist increased and decreased by ~10° at the loop and the bottom regions, 
respectively. Further, the local helical-rise was decreased by ~1 and ~2 Å at both the loop 
and the bottom regions, respectively (Fig. 5.9). For a 14 base-pairs DNA segment, the 
helical-length was reduced by maximum 10 % in the bottom region of the channel. Similarly, 
the inclination and X-displacement of the base-steps either decreased or increased along the 
channel-axis.  
The observed deviations in the base-step descriptors suggest that the confined DNA 
deforms, particularly at the loop and the bottom regions of the connector. The DNA un-
twists and over-twists at the bottom and the loop region, respectively. Furthermore, the 
decrease in the helical-rise shows that the DNA helix is compressed by a maximum of ~10 % 
in the channel. The change in the inclination together with the X-displacement shows that 
the DNA helix locally bends with respect to its free-form in the channel (Fig. 5.9). In 
summary, the DNA deform from its proposed B-form conformation inside the connector 
channel in the absence of external force. 
 
Figure 5.9: Deformation in DNA helix inside the 
connector channel during equilibrium simulations. 
The deviations in base-step parameters X-
displacement, inclination, helical-rise and helical-
twist with respect to that of the free DNA are 
illustrated along the channel. Except the lowest panel, 
solid-line and error-bar represent the average and 
standard error from three simulations, respectively. 
Lowermost panel depicts positions distributions of 
charged residues and loops that are located inside the 
channel. “LOOP” shows the combine distribution of 
K234, K235, E236 and R237. The position of D194 to 
K200 marks the bottom region and “LOOP” marks the 
loop region of the connector. D202, D208 and K209 
are located in the middle region. 
The above observed DNA deformation is likely to be enhanced in the presence of an external 
force generated during the packaging process. To characterize this potential deformation, I 
performed several force-probe simulations and pushed the DNA into the channel by moving 
center of mass of two base-pairs with a harmonic potential with a rate of 0.015 m.s-1 (see 
methods for details).  





Figure 5.10: Compression of the DNA inside the 
connector channel under the external forces. The 
DNA was pulled in direction of the procapsid through 
channel during the force-probe simulations as 
explained in Fig. 5.3A. Solid-line shows maximum 
average compression in 14 basepairs with respect to 
the applied external force. Error-bar represents 
standard error of each block from three independent 
simulations. 
Further, the average compression was calculated as a function of the applied force for the 14 
base-pair DNA segment (Fig. 5.10). The chosen DNA segment was the most compressed 
segment during the equilibrium simulations. As illustrated in Fig. 5.10, the compression in 
DNA increased with the applied force up to a maximum of ~20 % at ~400 pN force. 
Subsequently, the DNA helix expanded towards its original length. The DNA was 
compressed during the starting phase of the simulations because the DNA segment located 
at the inner channel opening was held at the original position by the interactions with the 
loops whereas the DNA segment located at the outer opening was pushed into the channel. 
However, after ~20 % compression, these interactions break down and the DNA begins to 
relax in the subsequent phase of the simulations. 
The above results suggest that the DNA compression increase by at least two-fold in 
presence of an external force applied to the DNA. However, note that the motor can generate 
a maximum force of ~110 pN (38), i.e. four times less than the obtained 400 pN force. This 
discrepancy between the experiments and simulations is likely due to the insufficient 
relaxation time during non-equilibrium simulations of the DNA compression (109). The 
obtained DNA compression of ~20 % for 14 base-pairs is almost similar to that of  (~22 %) 
measured by fluorescence spectroscopy experiments performed on the bacteriophage T4 
DNA packaging motor (53).  
The DNA is likely to be deformed by the channel confinement in the absence of force, 
particular by the connector’s loop and bottom regions. During the DNA packaging process, 
the DNA deformation is further enhanced in the presence of the forces generated by either 
the ATPase or the internal pressure. The DNA helix compresses similarly in both ϕ29 and T4 
(53) DNA packaging motor channel; therefore, DNA compression appears to be a common 
process during the packaging process of the head-tail bacteriophage. However, the 
mechanistic role of DNA compression in the packaging process still remains open, and is not 
discussed in the current ϕ29 DNA packaging models. 





5.3.4. How does the connector prevent the DNA leakage? 
The one-way revolution model proposes that the connector acts as a one-way valve, 
preventing potential DNA leakage caused by a large internal pressure during the packaging 
process (32-34). In voltage ramping experiments, the connector was found to block the DNA 
transport in the reverse direction across the lipid membrane, allowing unidirectional 
transport of the DNA (34, 44). It is natural to ask if the connector acts as a one-way valve 
during the MD simulations. 
5.3.4.1. Does the connector act as a one-way valve? 
To address this question, several force-probe simulations were performed to move the DNA 
along both inward (forward) and outward (backward) directions of the procapsid with 
rates of 0.15 and 0.015 m.s-1 (see details in methods). As presented in Figs. 5.11A and B, 
average forces required to displace a DNA base-pair forward (red) and backward (blue) 
from starting position were calculated at two pulling rates. When the DNA was moved by the 
rate of 0.15 m.s-1, the required force to displace the DNA increased linearly for the forward 
motion and non-linearly for the backward motion. In the case of slower rate 0.015 m.s-1, the 
required forces to displace the DNA in both directions were increasing linearly for up to a 
displacement of ~0.35 nm and subsequently, the force was saturated during both types of 
motions. These results suggest that the connector resist both the forward as well as 
backward transport of the DNA during the packaging process, and external forces are 
necessary to overcome the resistance. 
Figure 5.11: Forces applied to pull 
the DNA through wild-type (left 
panel) and modified (right panel) 
connector during the force-probe 
simulations. Solid-line shows 
average applied force and resulting 
displacement in the DNA during 
forward and backward motions. 
Error-bars show standard error of 
each block from three independent 
simulations. The forward (red) and 
backward (blue) motions denote 
directions of the DNA pulling to 
inward and outward of the 
procapsid, respectively as described 
in Fig. 5.3B. The modified connector 
contained K234A, K235A, and R237A mutations. The DNA was pulled by rate of (A) 0.15 and (B) 0.015 
m.s-1 through wild-type, and (C) 0.15 and, (D) 0.015 m.s-1 through mutant connector during the force-
probe simulations as explained in Fig. 5.3B.  




For the one-way valve function, the force required to push the DNA forward into the 
procapsid needs to be less than the force necessary to pull it backward outside of the 
procapsid through the channel. Indeed, as seen in Fig. 5.11A, when DNA was moved with a 
rate of 0.15 m.s-1, the average force to move a base-pair by 0.34 nm forward (one base-step 
length) was ~10 pN less than the average force to move it by same distance backward. At 
the slower pulling rate of 0.015 m.s-1 (Fig. 5.11B), the average force for the forward 
transport was ~5 pN less than that of the backward transport. Differences between the 
forces required for the backward and forward transport, were ~10 pN and ~5 pN when 
10 to 25 pN and 5 to 15 pN forces were applied on the DNA, respectively. These results 
suggest that the force difference between forward and backward transport likely to increase 
with the rising external forces during the packaging process. During the late stage of the 
DNA packaging, the force reaches extreme of up to ~110 pN inside the procapsid (38) and, 
the force difference between forward and backward DNA transport is likely to be larger than 
the ~10 pN obtained in the force-probe simulations. The connector considerably favors the 
forward transport of the DNA into the procapsid whereas it disfavors DNA movement out of 
the procapsid, particularly at the late stage of the packaging process.  
The connector allowed the DNA movement in both directions during the force-probe 
simulations (Figs. 5.11A and B). In contrast, it completely blocked the backward transport of 
DNA across the lipid membrane during voltage ramping experiments (34, 44). This 
discrepancy is likely to be caused by the different initial conditions; the DNA was outside of 
the channel during the experiments, whereas the DNA was already present inside the 
channel during simulations. Indeed, when the DNA was already present inside the connector 
channel during the packaging process, the packed DNA was found to slip out of the 
procapsid, and subsequently, this DNA segment is repackaged by the motor (16, 17). These 
observations corroborate the simulation results, and further suggest that instead of a 
perfect one-way valve, the connector allows a certain amount of the DNA leakage during the 
packaging process. Next, how does the connector minimize the DNA leakage?  
5.3.4.2. How the connector’s loops are essential? 
In voltage ramping experiments, the connector’s one-way valve function was completely 
abolished upon the deletion of loop residues 229-246 (34, 44). These loops from 12 subunit 
were proposed to prevent the DNA leakage by strongly interacting with the DNA through 
conserved charged residues (45). To probe these loop-DNA interactions, I calculated the 
average interaction enthalpy of the DNA with both an intact and connectors in which one of 
the loop residues E233, K234, K235, E235 or R237 were deleted (Fig. 5.3). 





Figure 5.12: Interaction of the DNA with intact and connectors in which one of the loop residues E233, 
K234, K235 E236, or R237 were deleted. 
As seen in Fig. 5.12, upon removal of the conserved residues K234, K235 and R237, the 
interaction between connector and DNA was significantly reduced (Fig. 5.12). Further, to 
examine the roles of K234, K235 and R237 in minimizing DNA leakage, several force-probe 
simulations were performed using a modified connector similar to the above discussed 
force-probe simulations (Figs. 5.11C and D). The forces required to displace the DNA in both 
directions increased as a function of the displacement during the simulations, although they 
were lower than those of the respective simulations of the wild-type connector. This result 
was observed for both pulling rates of 0.15 and 0.015 m.s-1. Therefore, the mutated 
connector as the wild-type form resists both the forward and the backward transport of the 
DNA but with reduced strength in comparison to the wild-type. 
Upon mutations of loop residues K234, K235 and R237 to Alanine, the loop-DNA 
interactions are expected to be reduced, and consequently, the force necessary to pull the 
DNA forward and backward is likely to be lower than that of the wild-type connector. 
Indeed, at a pulling rate of 0.15 m.s-1 (Figs. 5.11C and A), the average force required to move 
one DNA base-pair backward by 0.34 nm through the mutated connector was ~10 pN less 
than through the wild-type form. Further, the average force required to move one DNA 
basepair forward by 0.34 nm was unchanged upon the mutation. With a ten times slower 
pulling rate, ~5 pN less force was required to move the DNA backward through mutated 
connector whereas ~2 pN less force is required to move it forward. These simulation results 
show that the loop-DNA interactions are essential to restrict the DNA movement outward of 
the procapsid during and after the packaging process. Furthermore, in the mutagenesis 
experiments, individual R237A, K234A and K235A mutations reduced the virus production 
rate by ~2500, ~1500 and ~100 times, respectively, and combined mutations further 
lowered this rate by ~4000 times (45). Additionally, upon mutating these three loop 
residues, the DNA leaked from the completely packed procapsid during the sedimentation 
assays due to generated centrifugal force (44, 45); therefore, these observations 
corroborate the simulation results. How does the strong interaction between highly mobile 
loops and the DNA minimize the DNA leakage under large counter pressure? 




5.3.4.3. How do the flexible loops minimize DNA leakage? 
In the previous chapter, a mechanism was proposed that the connector act similar to a 
check-valve and its movable component, the flexible loops, constrict the inner channel 
opening during forward (packaging) and widen it during backward (leakage) movement of 
the DNA (106).  Because of the strong loop-DNA interactions, these loops move alongside 
the DNA during both the forward and the backward transport. During the forward 
transport, the loops move out of the channel towards the procapsid until the interactions 
break down asymmetrically because of the symmetry mismatch between the double-helix 
DNA and the 12-fold connector loops (Fig. 5.13B). In contrast, during backward transport, 
the loops move into the channel, constrict the channel opening and grasp the DNA firmly via 
the strong interactions at the inner channel rim (Fig. 5.13A). To probe this proposed 
mechanism, the average movement of three loops residues K234−R237 was computed with 
respect to their starting positions (Figs. 5.13C and D) in the course of the above discussed  
force-probe simulations (Figs. 5.11A and B).  
 
Figure 5.13: Schematic illustration of check-valve mechanism and movement of loops residues 
K234−R237 with the DNA. (A) Check-valve mechanism: when internal pressure (Fpressure) pushes the 
DNA backward, the loops constrict the inner opening of the channel by strongly interacting with the 
DNA. (B) During the DNA packaging, when ATPase (FATPase) pushes the DNA, the loops move outside of 
the channel, allowing the DNA to move inside the procapsid. Average displacements of 12 loops 
segment K234−R237 (center of mass) when the DNA was pulled by rate of (C) 0.15 m.s-1 and (D) 
0.015 m.s-1 during three independent force-probe simulations (three vertical dotted bars). Colors 
represent the applied external force during the simulations. Positive and negative displacements show 
the forward and backward motion of the loops from starting positions, respectively. (E) Starting 
structure of the connector (thin grey lines) with the DNA (thick grey helix) used for one of the force-
probe simulations. The loops residues K234-R237 are depicted as grey spheres. (F) A representative 
final positions of the loops (spheres) and a small segment of the DNA (thick helix) with respect to the 
connector (thin lines) at the end of force-probe simulations, when force was applied on the DNA inward 
(red, ~FATPase) and outward (blue, ~Fpressure) of procapsid as explained in Fig. 5.3B.  




Figures 5.13C and D show displacement of center of mass of K234−R237 from the starting 
positions in 12 subunits along forward and backward DNA motions with the applied forces 
(color-bar) during three force-probe simulations (three bars) at pulling rates of 0.15 and 
0.015 m.s-1, respectively. Several loops were displaced by ~1 and ~0.75 nm in both the 
directions at 0.15 and 0.015 m.s-1 pulling rates, respectively. Furthermore, as seen in Figs. 
5.13C and D, for both pulling rates, the forces required to move the DNA backward (negative 
displacement) through the channel was large compared to those required to move it 
forward (positive displacement). Additionally, two representative snapshots of loop-DNA 
displacement from the starting position (grey) in forward (red) and backward (blue) 
direction are illustrated in Figs. 5.13E and F. As visible in these figures, the loops were 
moved in forward and backward direction alongside the DNA, even though the forces were 
applied only on the DNA. These results suggest that the residues K234−R237 are likely to 
move back and forth by at least 2 nm with the DNA during the transport process. The 
obtained differences in forces during forward and backward motions suggest that the loops 
minimize the DNA leakage by constricting the inner channel opening through strong 
interactions (Fig. 5.13A). Moreover, the loops flexibility allows widening of the inner 
channel opening during the DNA packaging process (Fig. 5.13B). Therefore, the 
observations of force-probe simulations support the check-valve functioning of the 
connector, which was previously proposed on the basis of the connector’s elastic 
properties (106). The connector is likely to act as a check-valve and favors the forward over 
the backward DNA transport through the flexible loops, which are solidly anchored at the 
conserved stiff middle helical region (106).  
In summary, the above discussed simulations and previous experimental results suggest 
that the connector favors DNA packaging whereas it minimizes DNA leakage via its 
conserved charged loop residues likely by a check-valve mechanism. 
5.3.5. Role of the four electropositive rings in the connector channel 
The one-way-revolution model proposes that transport of ~2.6 DNA base-pairs per step is 
facilitated by four lysine rings that are formed inside the channel lumen by respective four 
residues K200, K209, K234, and K235 from each of the 12 subunits (Fig. 1.7D) (34). These 
four rings are required to be ~9 Å apart from each other and thereby, by considering a DNA 
helical pitch of 3.4 Å per base-step, ~2.6 DNA base-pairs are present between two 
consecutive rings (Fig. 1.7D). According to the model, this particular arrangement of these 
four rings and their strong interactions with the DNA facilitates the DNA revolution without 
rotation during the packaging process. To test this proposed mechanism, at first, I calculated 
the average interaction enthalpy of the DNA with both an intact and connectors in which 
acidic and basic residues of the channel lumen were deleted (Figs. 5.12 and 5.14). In 
addition, the arrangement of these four electropositive rings was determined in the 
presence of the DNA during the equilibrium simulations (Figs. 5.15).  




As seen in Figs. 5.12 and 5.14, upon deleting the residues K200, K234 and K235 from all 12 
subunits, the interaction between the connector and the DNA decreases by ~500 to 
1000 kJ.mol-1. However, upon deletion of other channel residues, R162, D194, E197 D208, 
K209, E233 and E236 from all 12 subunits, the losses in interactions were negligible. As a 
result, three residues K200, K234 and K235 strongly interact with the DNA as required for 
the one-way revolution model, whereas fourth residue K209 barely interacts with the DNA. 
Therefore, the simulation results do not entirely support the proposed requirement of 
interactions between the four lysine rings and the DNA as only three rings strongly interact 
with the DNA. 
 
Figure 5.14: Interaction of the DNA with intact and 
truncated connector, in which six channel residues 
R162, D194, E197, K200, D208, and K209 were 
deleted. Error-bar shows the standard error from 
three independent simulations 
 
Figure 5.15: Positions of four lysine 
residues from combined 12 subunits 
along the channel during the equilibrium 
simulations. Distributions show the 
fluctuations in positions during the three 
simulations 
Next, to probe the arrangement of the four lysine rings inside the channel, fluctuations in the 
positions of these rings were analyzed along the channel axis during the equilibrium MD 
simulations (Fig. 5.15). As seen in Fig. 5.15, the positions of residues K200 and K209 from 
the 12 subunits narrowly fluctuated within ~5 Å distance along the channel axis. However, 
the positions of the other two residues K234 and K235 from the 12 subunits overlapped 
with each other and broadly fluctuated within a ~30 Å distance along the channel axis (Fig. 
5.15). Moreover, the distance between the K200 and K209 rings was ~20 Å (Fig. 5.15). 
These results suggest that residues K234 and K235 do not form rings in the channel lumen 
as depicted in Fig. 5.3, and remain very near to each other (Fig. 5.15), and not at the 
required ~9 Å distance. Furthermore, residues K200 and K209 do form rings inside the 
channel but these rings are separated by twice of the required distance. Additionally, 
considering a DNA helical pitch of 3.4 Å per base-step, the channel region between the K200 
and K209 rings is expected to contain ~5.8 base-pairs. In contrast, the DNA was compressed 
relative to its free form (Fig. 5.10), and consequently the respective channel region contains 
7±1 DNA base-pairs as compared to the ~2.6 base-pairs required by the models. 




The above simulation results do not support two requirements of the one-way-revolution 
model: the channel electropositive rings are ~9 Å apart, and the ~2.6 DNA base-pairs are 
present between the two consecutive rings. Also, the expected interactions between channel 
residue K209 and the DNA were not observed. Moreover, mutagenesis experiments have 
ruled out the essential role of the two electropositive rings K200 and K209 in the packaging 
process because the mutations did not significantly affect the phage production in 
comparison to the K234A and K235A mutant (44). These observations suggest that the 
proposed mechanisms for the observed ~2.5 basepairs per step of DNA transport and the 
proposed DNA revolution are unlikely.  However, these results cannot rule out DNA 
revolution by other unknown mechanism. 
5.3.6. Presence of gap between the channel wall and the DNA helix 
The one-way-revolution and the push-roll model propose the rolling and the revolution of 
the viral DNA during the DNA packaging, respectively (34, 50). Both, the DNA revolution and 
the DNA rolling require a gap between the DNA helix and the channel wall of the connector. 
According to the push-roll model, this gap is defined by the ratio between the radius of the 
channel wall (Rp) and the DNA helix (Rn) (50). To estimate the gap between the channel wall 
and the DNA helix, the radius of the channel as well as that of the DNA helix were calculated 
from the equilibrium simulations. The radius ratio (g = Rp ⁄ Rn) along the channel axis is 
illustrated in Fig. 5.16. 
 
Figure 5.16: Gap (g = Rp ⁄ Rn) between the 
connector channel wall and the DNA helix. Solid 
lines represent average radius ratio g along the 
channel axis from three equilibrium simulations. 
The two colors (blue and magenta) depict the 
ratio for two separate DNA helical strands. 
Error-bar represents the standard error from 
three independent simulations. 
As seen in the figure, the maximum radius ratio of 1.2 was obtained at the middle and both 
ends of the channel, whereas g < 1 is obtained at the loop and the bottom regions of the 
connector (Fig. 5.16). According to Yu et al., with a g ≤ 1, the DNA cannot roll inside the 
motor channel (50). Therefore, DNA rolling is unlikely inside the connector channel.  Also, 
the gap (g ≤ 1) is not enough for the DNA revolution even though the one-way-revolution 
model does not define the role of the gap in the revolution mechanism. These results render 
the both DNA revolution and the DNA rolling unlikely inside the connector channel. 
However note that these results neither rule out nor support either the revolution or rolling 




of the DNA in the other two motor components pRNA and ATPase as these DNA motions are 
believed to be initiated by the ATPase (15, 33, 34, 44, 50). 
5.3.7. Elastic properties of the connector in presence of the DNA 
The procapsid’s elasticity (elastic modulus ~1.8 GPa) is similar to that of polymers such as 
hard plastic polypropylene (4, 5). The connector as part of the procapsid is expected to have 
similar elastic properties as above to withstand a maximum pressure difference ~60 atm. 
Moreover, these properties are required for the connector to function as a check-valve 
against a counter pressure during the packaging process. In chapter 5, the elastic properties 
were determined for the whole connector and the middle region without the DNA using the 
MD simulations (106). These results revealed that the middle region is one of the stiffest 
regions among the protein material. It provides a stiff foundation to highly flexible loops, 
which are essential for the check-valve function. Furthermore, the connector is expected to 
withstand the internal pressure through a heterogeneous distribution of elasticity in a 
manner similar to composite materials such as silk and sea-shell (106, 110-112). These 
elastic properties of the connector were determined in the absence of DNA. How does the 
DNA affect these elastic properties of the connector? To address this question, the elastic 
properties were estimated for both the connector and the middle region in the presence of 
the DNA along their untwisting-twisting and compression-stretching motions. These 
motions were quantified by two structural descriptors: twist angles and lengths, described 
in Figs. 1C and D of chapter 4 (106). 
Table 5.3: Elastic constants of the whole connector and the middle region. These constants are 
calculated using three equilibrium MD trajectories SimA, SimB and SimC. Standard errors were 
calculated using block-averaging method with non-overlapping blocks.  
 Elastic properties Whole connector Middle region 
Stretching spring constant ~2909 pN.nm-1 20056 ± 3200 pN.nm-1 
Torsional spring constant − 2333 ± 150 pN.nm.Deg-2 
Coupling constant − 7832 ± 4000 pN. Deg-1 
Young’s modulus elasticity 0.4±0.08 GPa 3.6 ± 0.6 GPa 
   
Under harmonic approximation of the free energy landscape, the stretching and torsional 
spring constants were calculated (Table 5.3) using probability densities of length and twist 
angle (Fig. 5.5). The stretching spring constant of the whole connector in the presence of 
DNA is ~2909 pN.nm-1 and comparable to that of obtained for without the DNA (~3073 
pN.nm-1). However, both the torsional and stretching spring constants of the middle region 




were reduced in presence of the DNA from (3374±600) to (2333±150) pN.nm.Deg-2 and 
(24109±1500) to (20056±3200) pN.nm-1, respectively (106). These results suggest that the 
connector in the presence of the DNA undergoes twisting-untwisting and compression-
stretching motions with larger amplitude as compared to the connector without DNA under 
similar mechanical stress.  
Next, to compare the connector’s stiffness with that of other structural proteins, Young’s 
modulus of elasticity was calculated for it in the presence of the DNA. The obtained modulus 
of 0.4±0.08 GPa and 3.6±0.6 GPa for the connector and middle region, respectively are 
similar to that without DNA (106) and thereby the connector’s elasticity is unaffected by the 
presence of the DNA. The connector’s middle region stiffness is similar to that of other 
structural protein such as procapsid (~1.8 GPa), collagen fibrils (0.2−11.5 GPa) and single-
brin silkworm silk (5−17 GPa) whose primary function is to withstand mechanical stress (4, 
5, 39-41). The connector appears to have a “stiff core” with a soft peripheral protein region, 
suggesting the presence of heterogeneity in the stiffness inside the connector independent 
of the DNA. 
 
Figure 5.17: Distribution of flexible and rigid regions in the connector. Root mean square fluctuations 
(RMSF) of the connector with (red) and without DNA (green), their comparison with temperature 
factors (blue) obtained from crystallography (21). Residues with an RMSF below 0.065 nm (horizontal 
dashed line) are considered rigid in absence of the DNA, otherwise flexible. However, maximum RMSF 
of these rigid residues were about 0.08 nm in presence of the DNA.  
Because the residue’s stiffness is inversely proportional to the mean square fluctuation, the 
RMSF was used to probe the impact of the DNA on the stiffness distribution inside the 
connector. Residues’ RMSFs were calculated and averaged for 12 subunits from three SimA, 
SimB, and SimC simulations (Fig. 5.17). Further, to validate the obtained flexibility with the 
experimental measurements, the RMSF of the connector in the presence (red) and the 
absence (green) of the DNA were compared to the X-ray crystallographic temperature 
factors (blue) as depicted in Fig. 5.17.  




As seen in Fig. 5.17, the obtained RMSF values for connector in presence of the DNA are in 
agreement with the temperature factors with the correlation of r = 0.78, which is less 
compared to the correlation (r = 0.83) for the connector without the DNA (106). This 
reduced correlation is caused by additional flexibility of the bottom region as shown for 
residues 165−190 in Fig. 5.17. The connector’s RMSF in presence of the DNA is comparable 
to that of the without DNA except for the bottom and loop regions. As discussed in above 
PCA (Figs. 5.7C and D), the bottom region undergoes larger conformational fluctuations in 
the presence of the DNA that lead to the larger RMSF values. Moreover, the loop’s RMSF 
increased due to the heterogeneous interactions of the loops residues with the DNA in three 
independent simulations. The obtained correlations between the RMSFs and temperature 
factors suggest that the flexibility of the residues was accurately captured during the 
simulations.  
In the absence of the DNA, the connector’s residues with the RMSF ≤ 0.065 nm have been 
considered to be significantly stiff as compared to the remaining residues as discussed in the 
previous chapter (106). However, in the presence of the DNA, the RMSF of these stiff 
residues increased to the maximum value of 0.08 nm (Fig. 5.17). This minor increase is 
assumed to be negligible and, the distribution of the stiff residues in the connector is 
unaffected by the presence of the DNA. These stiff and flexible regions are arranged in an 
alternate fashion around the channel rim as depicted in Fig. 3 of the previous chapter (106). 
This particular arrangement is independent of the DNA and shows the similarity of the 
connector to the composite materials such as the crystalline silk and sea shells. Therefore, 
the previously proposed mechanism by which the connector withstands a large counter 
pressure (106), remains viable even with the DNA present in the channel. According to this 
mechanism, the stiff regions that are exposed to the internal pressure inside the procapsid 
interior distribute the pressure force below the stiff middle region. Moreover, the flexible 
regions that are present at the interface of connector and procapsid absorb and uniformly 
distribute the local force peaks on the stiff middle region. Thereby, the connector channel 
avoids large-scale deformation and withstands the mechanical stress generated by both the 
packed DNA and the procapsid.  
The elastic properties of the connector and middle region are hardly affected by the 
presence of the DNA, and the middle region is observed to be as stiff as other mechanical 
stress handling proteins. The α-helical scaffold of this middle region is conserved in other 
head-tail connectors of bacteriophage such as T7, SPP1 and P22 despite residues sequence 
dissimilarities (113-119). The α-helical middle region appears to be an essential structural 
feature, which is required to withstand large mechanical stress and to function as a check-
valve during the packaging process. Moreover, the connector’s similarity to composite 
materials is expected to prevent the collapse of the channel that may be induced by both 
longitudinal and lateral pressure generated by both the packed DNA and the procapsid. 





In this chapter, I studied the one-way revolution and push-roll models by performing 
explicit solvent MD simulations of the connector-DNA complex. Both models were proposed 
on the basis of known characteristic features of the connector’s crystal structure and of B-
form DNA. The structure of the DNA with the connector is not available, and the impact of 
the DNA on the connector and vice versa is unknown; potential deviations from the crystal 
structure may affect the proposed mechanisms in these models. Specifically, the DNA 
revolution proposed in one-way revolution model and the DNA rotation−rolling proposed in 
push-roll model (34, 50), are sensitive to the structural feature of the connector channel and 
the DNA. To probe the potential conformational changes in the connector in presence of the 
DNA, PCA was performed using the equilibrium MD trajectories. The obtained results 
revealed that the conformational changes in the middle region are quite small and suggest 
that this region is unaffected by the presence of the DNA. In contrast, the bottom region’s 
structure was slightly deformed and suggests that this region is sensitive to the presence of 
the DNA.  
The impact of the connector on the DNA was characterized in presence and absence of the 
external forces by computing the deviations in base-step parameters (helical-twist, helical-
rise, X-displacement and inclination) with respect to free-form DNA. In the absence of the 
force, the DNA over-twists and un-twists at the loop and bottom regions of the channel and 
it compresses in the entire channel by a maximum of 10 % at the bottom region. Also, the 
DNA helix was locally bended at the loops and bottom region of the channel. Moreover, 
when the DNA was pushed into the channel by applying an external force during the force-
probe simulations, the DNA was compressed by a maximum of ~20 %. A similar DNA 
compression (~22 %) was observed during the DNA packaging process of the T4 
bacteriophage in previous fluorescent experiments (53). Therefore, this compression 
appears to be a common step during the packaging process in the head-tail bacteriophage. 
The observed deformation in the DNA with respect to the required B-form DNA is likely to 
affect the DNA packaging models. 
Next, the connector’s function as a one-way valve, which is required by one-way revolution 
model, is probed by the several force-probe simulations. The DNA was moved through the 
connector channel by applying external forces inward and outward of the procapsid during 
these simulations. The forces required to move the DNA inward were smaller compared to 
that those required to move it outward. Therefore, the connector resists DNA transport in 
both directions with unequal strength. It favors inward DNA transport over the outward 
transport, and this observation is compatible with the one-way valve mechanism. 
Additionally, instead of a complete DNA blockage for outward transport, the connector only 
partially blocks this transport. This observation is compatible with previous observations of 
DNA slippage during the packaging process in optical tweezers experiments (16, 17).  




The connector was previously proposed to prevent the DNA leakage by strongly interacting 
with the DNA via charged loops residues K234, K235 and R237 (34, 44, 45). Indeed, analysis 
of the interaction between the connector and the DNA during the simulations revealed that 
these three loop residues strongly interact with the DNA. Moreover, when force-probe 
simulations were performed on the modified connector-DNA complex with K234A, K235A 
and R237A mutations; the forces required to move the DNA inward and outward were 
similar to each other and less than those required in the wild-type simulations. Therefore, 
these three mutations considerably reduce the connector’s resistance to DNA transport in 
both directions during the packaging process and suggest their essentiality for the DNA 
packaging process. Indeed, during previous sedimentation assays, the bacteriophage 
production rate was reduced by ~4000 times upon mutation of these three residues (45). 
These loops are highly flexible, in this case, how do the loops minimize the DNA leakage 
against a large internal pressure?   
Here, new mechanism, by which the loops deter the DNA leakage, is proposed based on the 
observations from the equilibrium and force-probe MD simulations. According to this 
mechanism, the connector acts as a check-valve, and its flexible loops similar by to movable 
valve parts widen and constrict the inner channel opening during inward and outward DNA 
transport, respectively. Particularly, the interactions between loops and DNA are strongest 
when the DNA begins to move outward, and thereby the inner channel opening constricted 
and this minimizes DNA leakage. Moreover, these loops are anchored to the stiffest middle 
region, and the potential severe deformation, which may be caused by a large pressure, is 
likely to be prevented during the DNA leakage. Overall, the connector acts as a check-valve 
under a large counter pressure because of its heterogeneous stiffness and its strong 
interaction with the DNA. 
The one-way revolution model (34) further proposes that a particular arrangement of the 
four lysine residues K200, K209, K234, and K235 that form four rings at distances of ~9 Å 
inside the channel is required to facilitate the DNA transport by ~2.5 base-pairs per step 
(15, 42). In contrast, during the MD simulations, K200 and K209 rings are separated by 
twice the required distance, and two other residues K234 and K235 do not form rings and 
are broadly located in ~25 Å length of the channel axis. Furthermore, more than two times 
of the DNA base-pairs required by the model are present between the K200 and K209 rings 
inside the channel. Therefore, these four residues are unlikely to facilitate the observed DNA 
transport by ~2.5 base-pairs per step and results do not support the proposed mechanism 
for this particular step-size. The observed step-size is most likely to be driven by the ATPase 
as proposed in the push-roll model. 
To drive the DNA revolution or rolling which is proposed in the one-way revolution model 
and push-roll models, respectively a gap should be present between the DNA helix and the 
channel wall. In contrast, during the equilibrium simulations, the required gap is not 
available due to the observed DNA deformation, and these motions are unlikely in the 




connector channel. However, these results cannot rule out either the DNA revolution or the 
DNA rolling in other two motor components pRNA and ATPase. 
The connector acts as a portal for the DNA transport against a large counter pressure, in this 
case, how does it withstand such a large mechanical stress? The elastic properties of the 
connector in absence of the DNA are discussed in the previous chapter. In the presence of 
the DNA, the spring constants were reduced by 5 to 25 % as compared to that of the without 
DNA, and despite this reduction, available external forces are not sufficient to deform the 
connector outside of its elastic regime. Furthermore, Young’s modulus of the whole 
connector and the middle region are similar to their respective values that were obtained in 
the absence of the DNA. Therefore, presence of the DNA does not appear to influence the 
connector’s elasticity. The obtained exceptional stiffness of the middle region suggests its 
functional role in the DNA packaging because its α-helical scaffold is conserved in the head-
tail connectors of the other bacteriophage. Further, residues’ fluctuation analysis shows that 
the distributions of the stiff residues were similar inside the connector in both the presence 
and the absence of the DNA. The observed arrangement of the stiff and flexible residues 
inside the connector is appeared to be similar to that of the composite materials. The stiff 
region which faces the procapsid interior distributes the pressure to underneath stiff middle 
region. The flexible regions which are present at the connector and procapsid interface act 
as a “shock absorber” and distributes local force peak uniformly on the stiff middle region. 
Thereby, the connector likely to withstand the counter pressure through the heterogeneity 































Bacteriophage infect bacteria and replicate by exploiting molecular resources of the host 
cell. The DNA packaging process is an essential step for the assembly of a mature 
bacteriophage inside the host cell  (1). A motor packages the viral DNA into the viral 
procapsid against a maximum pressure difference of ~60 atm generated by the already 
packed DNA (17). This motor is one of the strongest biological motors known and therefore, 
the idea of using it as nano-devices is emerging in the field of nanotechnology (7, 18). The 
ϕ29 DNA packaging motor is one of the most studied biological motors and several 
experimental approaches such as fluorescence spectroscopy, optical-tweezers or membrane 
based voltage ramping were used to understand its mechanism of action (6, 7, 16, 34-36). 
This motor consists of three components, the connector channel, the pRNA, and the ATPase 
that assemble at the vertex of icosahedron procapsid (7). The connector acts as a portal for 
the DNA transport, the ATPase hydrolyzes ATP molecules to release required energy, and 
the pRNA bridges the connector and the ATPase (6, 7).  
The aim of my study was to understand the role of the connector in the packaging process in 
atomistic detail. To this aim, I examined three DNA packaging models, the untwist-twist, the 
one-way revolution, and the push-roll DNA packaging model (13, 34, 50). The untwist-twist 
model proposes that the connector untwists and stretches simultaneously  by 12° and 0.64 
nm, respectively at the expense of one ATP molecule (13). Subsequently, the connector 
relaxes, regains the original orientation, and pushes two basepairs of the viral DNA into the 
procapsid. These untwisting-stretching and relaxation motions are proposed to be driven by 
the connector’s elastic properties with a reversible deformation. Additionally, the elastic 
properties are also essential for the connector to withstand a large counter pressure. These 
properties were studied using equilibrium and force-probe simulations of the connector in 
the presence and the absence of DNA.  
Equilibrium fluctuation analysis of the connector with and without DNA revealed an 
exceptionally stiff middle helical region with a Young’s modulus of elasticity (~3.6 GPa), 
which is similar to that of other mechanical stress handling proteins such as viral 
procapsids, silk, and collagen fibers (4, 5, 39-41). Conservation of the middle region’s α-
helical scaffold in connectors of other head-tail bacteriophage such as T7, SPP1 and P22 
(113-119) suggests that its stiffness is essential for the function. The middle region can 
resist the large irreversible deformation and indeed, its structure appears to be similar in 
packed and empty procapsid (3). Additionally, the whole connector (~0.4 GPa) is softer 
than its middle region (~3.6 GPa), and this difference in stiffness can be caused by the 
heterogeneous distribution of stiff and flexible residues inside the connector. 
Individual residue fluctuations from equilibrium simulations were used to compute the 
spatial distribution of stiff residues, and the obtained fluctuations were in good agreement 
with X-ray temperature factors (21). Therefore, equilibrium simulations appear to 




accurately capture the flexibility of the connector. Further, stiff and flexible regions were 
discriminated by considering a threshold maximum fluctuation for the stiff residues.  The 
stiff region is composed of middle and partial upper regions of the connector, whereas the 
entire bottom region is flexible. The stiff and flexible regions are arranged in an alternating 
pattern similar to the composite materials such as sea shells and silk fibers (110-112). This 
stiff region is also exposed to the procapsid interior, and it distributes internal pressure on 
underlying stiff middle α-helical scaffold. At the interface of the connector and the 
procapsid, the flexible layers act as the “shock absorber”, which uniformly distributes the 
local force peaks on the stiff middle region. Thereby, the connector can withstand the 
counter pressure through the heterogeneous distribution of the stiffness that prevents the 
collapse of both empty and filled channel under mechanical stress. 
Equilibrium fluctuation analyses were not sufficient to determine the connector’s elastic 
regime with its reversible deformations that are required by the untwist-twist DNA 
packaging model. To probe the elastic limit, force probe simulations were performed, and 
the connector without the DNA was deformed by applying external force/torque. These 
simulations revealed that the connector possesses an elastic regime of ~6 Å extension and 
~6° twist. Upon subsequent removal of the force, the connector recovered the equilibrium 
configuration within ~120 ns time. Therefore, the connector exhibits the property of 
reversible elastic deformation as required by the untwist-twist model. This model further 
proposes that ~50 kJ mol-1 of energy released from the hydrolysis of one ATP molecule, 
drives the untwisting-stretching motions of the connector. To test this model, umbrella 
sampling simulations of the connector without the DNA were performed to compute the 
energy required for the proposed motion. Energy of ~200 kJ mol-1 was required to drive half 
of the proposed motion, and therefore, is much larger than the proposed energy. Further, 
the impact of DNA on the connector’s elastic properties was quite small and consequently, 
energy required to deform the connector is likely to be comparable in the presence and the 
absence of the DNA. Moreover, voltage ramping experiments revealed that the connector 
facilitates the DNA transport along electrochemical gradient without the ATP hydrolysis (25, 
27, 32, 33, 44, 46) and the energy generated by this gradient is not sufficient to drive the 
proposed untwist-stretch motion. Therefore, the connector most likely transports the DNA 
without undergoing the proposed spring-like motion, and the untwist-twist model appears 
to be implausible. 
The above results lead to the question of what structural and energetic features contribute 
to the connector’s stiffness. Analysis of the umbrella sampling trajectories revealed that the 
hydrophobic core residues are exposed to the solvent during the connector deformations. 
Moreover, interactions present at the inter-subunit interface are disrupted during the 
deformations. Therefore, the presence of the hydrophobic core and the strong inter-subunit 
interactions contribute to the stiffness of the middle region. 




The next two packaging models, one-way valve revolution and push-roll models require the 
presence of the B-form DNA in the connector channel (34, 50). However, crystal structures 
of the connector with the DNA are not available, and impact of the DNA on the connector 
and vice versa at atomic resolution is not yet known. Motions of the DNA proposed in both 
models could be influenced by the potential deformation of the connector channel or the 
DNA. To quantify the structural changes in the connector in the presence of the DNA, 
principal component analysis was performed on equilibrium MD trajectories. This analysis 
revealed that the connector’s middle region, which is also the stiffest region, hardly deforms 
in the presence of the DNA. The 12-fold symmetry of the bottom region slightly deforms 
without the disruption of the subunit’s secondary structure in the presence of the DNA. Note 
that the deformation was observed in the absence of other motor components, namely the 
pRNA and the ATPase, and their interactions may also influence the bottom region’s 
structure. However, these observations are not sufficient to relate the bottom region’s 
deformation with the proposed DNA motions and thus require further investigations. 
The deformation of the DNA inside the connector channel with respect to free DNA was 
determined by quantifying the deviations in base-step parameters such as helical rise and 
helical twist. The DNA locally deforms by bending, un(over)-twisting, and compressing at 
the loop and the bottom region of the connector channel. These deformations may be 
aggravated in the presence of external forces that are generated by either the ATPase or the 
packed DNA. Indeed, when DNA was pushed through the connector by applying external 
force, a maximum compression of ~20 % was observed for the 14 base-pairs DNA segment. 
A similar DNA compression was previously observed inside the DNA packaging motor of T4 
bacteriophage during fluorescent spectroscopy experiments (53). Therefore, this DNA 
compression appears to be a common stage of the packaging process in head-tail 
bacteriophage, yet its functional role is not proposed in the one-way revolution and push-
roll packaging models. The DNA confined by the motor channel, considerably deviates with 
respect to its B-form conformation, which is proposed in both one-way revolution and push-
roll models.  
The one-way revolution model further proposes that the connector acts as a one-way valve 
and prevents DNA leakage during the packaging process (34). To probe this function, 
force-probe simulations were performed to determine the required force for displacing the 
DNA through the connector channel. The forces required to displace the DNA in a direction 
of the procapsid were smaller by ~10 pN and ~5 pN compared to that of the opposite 
direction when forces in the range of 10−25 pN and 5−15 pN were applied on the DNA via 
harmonic potentials, respectively. Moreover, the DNA was effectively displaced in both 
directions during the simulations in contrast to the previously observed unidirectional DNA 
transport during voltage ramping experiments (34, 44). These two observations are 
different because of the starting location of the DNA, which was already present inside the 
channel during the simulations whereas it was outside the channel during the experiments. 
These observations suggest that the DNA can move out of the procapsid under the influence 




of internal pressure during the packaging process. Previous optical-tweezers experiments 
revealed that the packed DNA sporadically slips out of the procapsid during the packaging 
process (16, 17). My simulation results suggest that the connector favors inward DNA 
transport over the outward transport, and thus the DNA leakage is minimized during the 
packaging process. This leads to the next interesting question of how the connector reduces 
DNA leakage caused by the large pressure from the packed DNA during the packaging 
process?  
The connector was proposed to act as a one-way valve by strongly interacting with the 
negatively charged DNA via its loops that contain positively charged residues K234, K235, 
and R237 (34, 44, 45). Interaction analysis of the equilibrium MD trajectories showed that 
the three residues, K234, K235 and R237 strongly interact with the DNA and the 
interactions between the connector and the DNA were reduced by ~45 % upon deletion of 
these residues. Moreover, to probe the role of these residues, I modified the connector by 
mutating these residues to alanine, and performed force-probe simulations to determine the 
force required to displace the DNA through the mutated connector. These simulations 
revealed that the forces required to displace the DNA were similar for both the directions 
and less than that of the respective wild-type connector. This result suggests that the 
mutated connector offers considerably smaller resistance to the DNA displacement as 
compared to the wild-type connector. Additionally, previous mutagenesis experiments 
combined with sedimentation assays revealed that the virus production reduces by ~4000 
fold, and the packed DNA leaks from the filled procapsid upon centrifugation when these 
three residues are mutated in the connector (45). Therefore, the three residues K234, K235 
and R237 are essential for the DNA packaging and hinder the DNA leakage by interacting 
with the DNA during the packaging process. But when the loops containing K234, K235 and 
R237 residues are highly flexible, then how do the loops minimize the DNA leakage against a 
large counter pressure? 
To explain the mechanism by which the loops minimize the DNA leakage, I propose a new 
check-valve model based on the equilibrium and the force-probe simulations. According to 
this model, the connector acts as a check-valve and its loops being a movable part, widen or 
constrict the channel’s inner opening during the packaging and leaking, respectively. During 
the DNA packaging, both the loops and the DNA move into the procapsid because of their 
interactions with each other and subsequently the inner channel opening widens due to the 
symmetry mismatch between flexible 12-folds loops and DNA-helix. Whereas, during the 
DNA leakage, the loops move with the DNA out of the procapsid, and eventually these loops 
obstruct the channel’s inner opening by interacting with the DNA because of the limited 
space present inside the channel. Additionally, the loops are solidly anchored on the stiff 
middle region, which resists potential large deformation caused by the large internal 
pressure during the packaging process. Thereby, the connector is likely to act as a check-
valve to minimize the DNA leakage even under large counter pressure. 




The ϕ29 motor transports ~2.5 DNA base-pairs per step during the packaging process (15, 
42). However, the packaging models propose different mechanisms for this particular 
packging step-size with the consequential DNA motions. The push-roll model proposes that 
the DNA is pushed and negatively rotated by the ATPase, and simultaneously the DNA 
positively rolls on the channel wall due to the presence of a gap between the channel and 
DNA-helix (50). In contrast, according to the one-way revolution model, the DNA revolves 
inside the channel without the rotation at a packaging rate of ~2.5 DNA base-pairs per step 
(34). This particular step-size is facilitated by the interaction between the viral DNA and the 
connector’s four electropositive Lysine rings that are formed by residues K200, K209, K234, 
and K235 at the inner wall of the dodecameric channel. These rings should be separated by 
~9 Å distance to accommodate ~2.6 base-pairs of a B-form DNA helix with 3.4 Å helical 
pitch. 
Next, to probe the role of the connector in the observed packaging step-size, I determined 
the spatial distribution of these electropositive residues along the connector channel axis 
from the equilibrium simulations. Residues K200 and K209 were ~20 Å apart and 7±1 DNA 
base-pairs were found to be present between these two rings. Moreover, instead of being 
rings, K234 and K235 were broadly distributed, and their positions overlapped with each 
other, causing interactions with the same DNA base-pairs. These results suggest that the 
spatial distribution of the electropositive rings in the channel is incompatible with the 
required distribution, and consequently the channel’s regions between two successive rings 
accommodate either more or less than ~2.5 DNA base-pairs. Therefore, the simulation 
results do not support the mechanism proposed for both the observed packaging step-size 
as well as the DNA revolution without rotation. However, the DNA may revolve without 
rotation with an unknown mechanism because my simulation results are not sufficient to 
completely rule out this DNA motions. The observed DNA packaging step-size is most likely 
to be driven by the ATPase, and is independent of both the connector and the DNA which is 
present inside the connector channel. 
Both the DNA revolution and the DNA rolling motions proposed during the packaging 
process, require the presence of a gap between the DNA helix and the channel wall. The gap 
was quantified as the ratio of the radii between the channel-lumen and the DNA helix, 
respectively. During equilibrium simulations, this ratio was observed to be either equal to or 
less than one. This result suggests that the gap between the channel and the DNA is not 
sufficient to facilitate the proposed DNA revolution or DNA rolling. Note that these DNA 
motions were proposed to be driven by the ATPase, and, the simulation results neither 
support nor rule out the DNA motions inside pRNA and ATPase. 
 




6.2. Conclusion and Outlook 
During replication of the ϕ29 bacteriophage, a DNA packaging motor packages the viral DNA 
into the procapsid against a maximum pressure difference of ~60 atm, which is generated 
by the already packed DNA. Several models have been proposed to explain the DNA 
packaging mechanism and some of these models were ruled out by the experimental studies 
(7, 47, 48). Here, three remaining DNA packaging models, untwist-twist (20), one-way 
revolution (34), and push-roll model (50) were studied to elucidate the role of the 
connector in the packaging process using MD simulations.   
In contrast to the untwist-twist model, current simulations and previous experimental 
studies (46) suggest that the connector does not actively push the viral DNA during the 
packaging process. Further, the available energy from ATP hydrolysis is too little to carry 
out the large-scale spring-like motions in the connector as proposed by this model. The 
required energy for these motions is very large because the connector’s middle region is as 
stiff as other mechanical stress handling proteins such as silk and collagen fibers. Moreover, 
this stiffness appears to be essential for the connector to withstand the large internal 
pressure. The similar stiff structural scaffold of the middle region is conserved in the 
connectors of other bacteriophages such as T7, SPP1 and P22 (114).  
My simulations results also suggest that instead of the connector, the ATPase actively 
pushes the viral DNA into the procapsid transport as proposed in remaining two models; i.e. 
one-way revolution and push-roll models. The connector’s essential role is then to minimize 
the DNA leakage by acting as a check-valve as proposed in the one-way revolution model. 
Moreover, the potential irreversible deformations in the connector caused by the large 
internal pressure, is prevented by the heterogeneous stiffness distribution.  
During the packaging process, the viral DNA is packaged at a rate of ~2.5 base-pairs per step 
(15, 42). As opposed to the one-way revolution model, this particular packaging rate 
appears to be independent of the connector’s structure on the basis of the current study. 
The packaging rate might be determined by the ATPase as proposed in the push-roll model. 
Recently, the motions of the DNA during the packaging process are controversially 
discussed in the one-way revolution and the push-roll models (34, 50). My study suggests 
that the DNA revolution and rolling are implausible inside the connector because the gap 
between the DNA helix and the channel is not enough to carry out these motions. However, 
the occurrence of these motions in the pRNA and the ATPase has to be investigated. 
Furthermore, the current study neither supports nor opposes the proposed DNA rotation 
because the ATPase was not present in the MD simulations. Additionally, DNA is compressed 
by an external force during the packaging process as previously observed for the T4 
bacteriophage (53). The mechanistic role of DNA compression in the packaging process 
remains to be understood.  




This study was focused on the connector’s roles in the packaging process. Functional roles of 
the two motor components, the pRNA and the ATPase remain to be studied at atomic detail 
by assuming the crystal structure will be available. Understanding the coordination of the 
connector with the pRNA and the ATPase to transport the DNA is necessary to understand 
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8.1. Derivation of Young’s modulus 
 
 
Figure A1.1: Sketch of the hollow truncated cone with the dimensions which was used in derivation of 
the Young’s modulus elasticity. 
 
Diameters vary with length L of the cone, therefore, at any length x diameters are given as 
follows, 
𝑏𝑏(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌 +
𝑥𝑥
𝐿𝐿
(𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵 − 𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌)                                                                                                                          (A1) 
𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥) = 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌 +
𝑥𝑥
𝐿𝐿
(𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 − 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌)                                                                                                                         (A2) 






                                                                                                                                           (A3) 
Where, KL is spring constant and A(x) is cross-section area normal to the channel axis. The 
A(x) can be written as follows, 
𝑌𝑌(𝑥𝑥) = 𝜋𝜋
4
[ 𝐷𝐷2(𝑥𝑥) − 𝑏𝑏2(𝑥𝑥) ]                                                                                                                     (A4)  









































2 + � 2𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌(𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 − 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌)𝐿𝐿 −
2𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌(𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵 − 𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌)




        (A6)   
Diameters and length of the truncated cone are constant and can be removed by the 
replacing the following equations, 




𝐿𝐿2                                                                                                               (A7) 






                                                                                                     (A8) 
𝑒𝑒 =   𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌2 − 𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌2                                                                                                                                                (A9) 





𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑏𝑏𝑥𝑥 + 𝑒𝑒
𝐿𝐿
0
                                                                                                                        (A10) 
Solution for Eq.  A10 depends on the value of (4ac −b2), which can be written using Eq. A7, 
A8 and A9 as follows, 
4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 − 𝑏𝑏2 = −
4
𝐿𝐿2
(𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 − 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵)2                                                                                                      (A11)  
Also,  
�𝑏𝑏2 − 4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 =
2
𝐿𝐿
(𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 − 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵)                                                                                                            (A12) 







2𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿 + 𝑏𝑏 − √𝑏𝑏2 − 4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒
2𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿 + 𝑏𝑏 + √𝑏𝑏2 − 4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒
� − ln �
𝑏𝑏 − √𝑏𝑏2 − 4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒
𝑏𝑏 + √𝑏𝑏2 − 4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒
��                                   (A13) 
The obtained Eq. A13 is required to be further simplify by substituting the expression for a, 
b and c from Eq. A7, A8 and A9, respectively. Therefore, several terms of Eq. A13 were 






Simplification of the term (2aL + b) using Eq. A7 and A8:  
2𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿 + 𝑏𝑏 ==
2
𝐿𝐿
[𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵(𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 − 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌) − 𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵(𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵 − 𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌)]                                                                                (A14)  
Simplification of the term �2𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿 + 𝑏𝑏 − √𝑏𝑏2 − 4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒� using Eq. A12 and A14:  
2𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿 + 𝑏𝑏 − �𝑏𝑏2 − 4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 = =
2
𝐿𝐿
[(𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌 + 𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌)(𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵 − 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵) + 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵2 − 𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵2 ]                                                (A15) 
Simplification of the term �2𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿 + 𝑏𝑏 + √𝑏𝑏2 − 4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒� using Eq. A12 and A14:  
2𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿 + 𝑏𝑏 + �𝑏𝑏2 − 4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 =
2
𝐿𝐿
[(𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌 − 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌)(𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵 + 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵) + 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵2 − 𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵2 ]                                                    (A16)  
Simplification of the term �𝑏𝑏 − √𝑏𝑏2 − 4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒�: 
𝑏𝑏 − �𝑏𝑏2 − 4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 =
2
𝐿𝐿
[(𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌 − 𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌)(𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 + 𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵) − (𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌2 − 𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌2)]                                                               (A17) 
Simplification of the term �𝑏𝑏 + √𝑏𝑏2 − 4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒�: 
𝑏𝑏 − �𝑏𝑏2 − 4𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 =
2
𝐿𝐿
[(𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌 + 𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌)(𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 − 𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵) − (𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌2 − 𝑏𝑏𝑌𝑌2)]                                                              (A18) 
 
Now, after substituting and simplifying the terms derived in Eqs. A14, A15, A16, A17 and 











�                                                                       (A19) 
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